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Diva Wasn’t Looking: An Analytical Survey of Late-Romantic Italian Chamber Music. 
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 This dissertation examines a selection of late-romantic Italian chamber music 
works, particularly Giovanni Sgambati’s two piano quintets and Giuseppe Martucci’s 
piano quintet and two piano trios, and places them within the context of instrumental 
music’s resurgence in post-unification Italy. By establishing how Italy’s strongest sense 
of unification was its shared culture and how the standard of that culture began to evolve 
following the Risorgimento, I hope to draw attentio t  a body of chamber music that has 
been mostly overlooked.  
 The introductory chapter examines the background for the cultural evolution that 
surrounded the Risorgimento’s political goals, highlighting those threads which directly 
impacted the arts including Giuseppe Mazzini, Verdi and Italian opera, and Arrigo Boito 
and the scapigliatura. The second chapter focuses on Rome and, specifically, the work of 
Giovanni Sgambati with an in-depth, analytical look at both of his piano quintets. The 
third chapter moves forward chronologically, but wih a shift to Naples and Bologna to 
concentrate on Giuseppe Martucci and his piano quintet and two piano trios. The 
conclusion follows, bookending the survey with Verdi’s Otello and the Italian state’s 
restructuring of its conservatories. It also recommends late-nineteenth and early-
twentieth-century Italian chamber works yet to be explored before Italy’s shift to 
Futurism.  
 My goal is to bring attention to the chamber works of Sgambati and Martucci by 
thoroughly discussing what the works possess and thereby offering them greater 
vi 
 
definition. By accurately categorizing what these works display, the hope is that they may 
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The purpose of this dissertation is to elucidate repe toire of late-nineteenth 
century, Italian chamber music composers by compiling and analyzing a selection of their 
chamber works alongside relevant historical research.  More specifically, the study 
intends to explore chamber compositions for piano and two or more string performers 
that were written, published, and/or premiered by Italians immediately following the 
Risorgimento (1861).  
The need for such studies has its own historical chronology. In 1920, for example, 
G. Jean-Aubry opened her essay entitled “The New Italy” by stating, “it is only fair to 
remember that there is no nation on earth so misjudged, musically, as Italy.”1 She went 
on to point out that familiarity with merely a half century’s worth of Italian opera 
represents “only the most mediocre and perishable part of Italian musical expression.” As 
heavy-handed of a statement as that is, it is not wh lly without merit. Forty years later, 
The Art of Music: A Short History of Musical Styles and Ideas managed to relegate all of 
the Italian Ottocento into a mere two paragraphs, excluding even Donizetti.2 Then in 
1970, Bea Friedland continues the, now persistent, lament in The Musical Quarterly:  
The very statement of the problem seems almost a contradiction in terms. So 
strong is the identification of 19th-century Italy with opera that noteworthy 
concurrent developments in purely instrumental music seem altogether at variance 
with the spirit dell’epoca. Yet this is truly a curious phenomenon, considering the 
                                                 
1 G. Jean-Aubry, “The New Italy,” The Musical Quarterly 6, no. 1 (January 1920): 29. 
 
2 Beekman C. Cannon, Alvin H. Johnson, and William G. Waite, The Art of Music: A Short 




nation’s historic leadership in instrumental music from the mid-1500s to the mid-
1700s.3 
 
Even as recently as 2004, the Encyclopedia of the Romantic Era’s entry on chamber 
music completely excludes all non-Germanic works and peoples.4 Beyond such musical 
miscategorization, perhaps the most telling peculiarity was the 1961 publication of 
Ludovico Di Breme’s Il Romitorio di Sant’Ida, an 1816 manifesto that helped shape 
Romanticism’s literary debate in Italy. As such, Il Romitorio aided the spread of 
Romantic thought throughout Italian culture. That such a work took a century and a half 
to reach publication seems startling in hindsight. 
 Di Breme’s essay offers a convenient starting point. His article was written as a 
response to a scathing assessment of Italian literatur  composed by Madame de Staël, a 
French-Swiss proponent of Romanticism, and published in a new Milanese journal earlier 
that year. The inevitable barrage of responses that followed her indictment, including Di 
Breme’s, can serve as a helpful marker for identifying and defining the early Italian 
Romantics. Giovanni Berchet joined the polemic with the pseudonymous “Lettera 
semiseria di Grisostomo al suo figliuolo” and, shortly after, Berchet, Di Breme, Pietro 
                                                 
3 Bea Friedland, “Italy’s Ottocento: Notes from the Musical Underground,” The Musical Quarterly 
56, no. 1 (January 1970): 27.  
 
4 Additional works displaying similar cases of omission would include, but are certainly not 
limited to, Alfred Einstein, Music in the Romantic Era (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1947); 
Arthur Cohn, The Literature of Chamber Music (Chapel Hill, N.C.: Hinshaw Music, 1997); Carl Dahlhaus, 
Nineteenth-Century Music, trans. J. Bradford Robinson (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989); 
Richard Taruskin, The Oxford History of Western Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005); Walter 
Wilson Cobbett and Colin Mason, Cyclopedic Survey of Chamber Music (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1963); Wilfrid Howard Mellers, Romanticism and the 20th Century (from 1800) (Fair Lawn, New 
Jersey: Essential Books, Inc., 1957); and Charles Rosen, The Romantic Generation (Cambridge, 







Borsieri, and Silvio Pellico founded a bi-weekly journal, Il conciliatore. The journal 
included essays on science, technology, and economics as well as art; it seemed to align 
with much of the contemporary philosopher Antonio Rosmini’s belief that faith and 
reason were two sides of the same coin, cooperative forc s not in opposition. 5 The fact 
that Madame de Staël, a straniera, had instigated the debate also bears mention. Part of 
the Romantic strife from Classicism, at least in Italy, had much to do with the creation of 
a national identity. And few individuals figured more prominently in the creation of a 
unified Italian ideal than Giuseppe Mazzini.  
Mazzini was “one of the great idealists of the Romantic era and an even greater 
critic of the trends of Italian Romantic music.”6 In 1836, Mazzini wrote his Filosofia 
della Musica. It was during a time in his life when self-doubt was perhaps at its highest 
point. Young Italy had been completely dismantled by the end of 1832 and Mazzini was a 
fugitive. Nevertheless, the prose of Filosofia admirably reads as an unwavering 
reassertion of his goals for Italy, one of which was a greater cultural sense of unity. 
“Mazzini could not conceive of an Italy unified only in a political sense…he could not 
imagine an Italy that was not also unified by something spiritual, something emotional as 
well, an idealistic approach…”7 Although the language of Mazzini’s essay is occasionally 
overstated to illustrate his argument, the text’s ideals are composed with an eloquence 
                                                 
5 Gary Tomlinson, “Italian Romanticism and Italian Opera: An Essay in Their Affinities,” 19th-
Century Music 10, no. 1 (Summer 1986): 43-60. And cross-referenced in Grazia Avitabile, The 
Controversy on Romanticism in Italy: First Phase 1816-1823 (New York: S.F. Vanni, 1959). Gabriella 
Romani, “A Room with a View: Interpreting the Ottocento through the Literary Salon,” Italica 84, no. 2/3 
(Summer – Autumn 2007): 233-246. Carlo Calcaterra, ed., I Manifesti Romantici del 1816 e gli Scritti 
Principali del ‘Conciliatore’ sul Romanticismo (Turin: Unione Tipografico-Editrice Torinese, 1951). 
Christopher John Murray, Encyclopedia of the Romantic Era, 1760-1850 (New York: Fitzroy Dearborn, 
2004). 
 
6 Albert Seay, “Giuseppe Mazzini’s Filosfia Della Musica,” Notes, Second Series, 30, no. 1 
(September 1973): 27. 
 
7 Ibid., 32. 
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that easily translates their relevance even to today. Ildebrando Pizzetti’s article nearly a 
century later echoed the moral heights of Mazzini’s when he wrote that “music should 
express life in action – conflicts of matter and mind, of instincts and aspirations, of 
egoism and moral duty…there is no true or great art, which is not the expression of a 
conflict and its resolution.”8 
Filosfia begins with an admission that the spectacle and decadence of some Italian 
opera was only promoting the artistic prostitution of a culture in crisis. Mazzini 
recognized that the arts were in a time of transition and, in the words of Jean-Aubry, “that 
the success of Italian opera…was not attributable on y t  the fact that it gave the public a 
form of art which made little demand on intelligenc and culture, but that it was then 
actually the only Italian musical expression which could be heard.”9 However, this is not 
to say that Mazzini was not a fan of opera. He was much the opposite actually, an ardent 
believer in its potential for initiating a cultural revolution. Mazzini described a man with 
the ability to gather the disconnected traits from a ongst Italy’s treasured musical 
heritage and assimilate them into their true potential. He saw Rossini as the “titan” with 
that ability. Rossini was surely a man envied by other Romantic composers as he elevated 
the composer’s status above that of singers, librett sts, and publishers. His financial 
independence and artistic stature made him a model t  other aspiring composers. The 
Parisian Théâtre Italien’s reliance on Rossini, Bellini, and Donizetti only continued to 
affirm the far-reaching effect of Italian opera. 
One can only imagine what admiration Mazzini would have heaped upon Verdi 
had Oberto, the composer’s first opera, not premiered three years after the publication of 
                                                 
8 Ildebrando Pizzetti, “Music and Drama,” The Musical Quarterly 17, no. 4 (October 1931): 426. 
 
9 G. Jean-Aubry, “The New Italy,” The Musical Quarterly 6, no. 1 (January 1920): 29. 
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Filosfia. Verdi was a man capable of assimilating half a century of Italian musical 
tradition into the cultural reawakening Mazzini had envisioned. A sentiment well 
supported by Verdi’s 1851-1853 output, Rigoletto, Il trovatore, and La traviata. That trio 
of works represents the culmination of a musical epoch, but one also uniquely tied to the 
culture that embraced them. The fact that Italian Romanticism remained bound to its 
political identity can be seen in the election of Verdi to the first Italian parliament where 
he served from 1861 to 1865. In light of such, the us of the term Risorgimento as a 
designation for Italian unification now seems more than fitting.  
Italy’s true unity existed almost solely within itsculture (albeit a culture that 
represented little of the actual populace).  As Raymond Grew expressed in Culture and 
Society, 1796-1896: 
This formal, humanistic, rhetorical, high culture – devoted to the language of 
Dante, immersed in classical literature, committed o established forms in every 
genre, ethically concerned yet tolerant, and permeated with political purpose – 
was in effect the official culture of united Italy, taught in liceo, disseminated on 
the cultural page of nearly every daily paper, and shared by members of the 
professions and politicians.10  
 
The gradual realization of that shared cultural accord seems “to have played its part in the 
awakening of a national musical conscience in that county.”11 Like any realized 
achievement, it was both to be rebelled against and feared insurmountable by its 
successors. The spread of repertory opera and the growin  infatuation with cheaply 
produced operettas only worsened such sentiments. Those rebelling against were 
embodied by the Milanese group known as the scapigliati and those in fear displayed an 
unchecked fervor for nationalism.  
                                                 
10 Raymond Grew, “Culture and society, 1796-1896,” in Italy in the Nineteenth Century: 1796-
1900 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000). 
 
11 Jean-Aubry, “The New Italy,” 29. 
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 The scapigliati, or disheveled ones, wanted to rejuvenate Italian culture namely 
through the importation of foreign influences. They were Italy’s version of bohemians 
and one of their early proponents was Arrigo Boito. B ito’s now infamous ode that 
described the “altar” of Italian art as “defiled like the walls of a brothel” may not have 
endeared him to Verdi, but it does exemplify the scapigliati’s stance, particularly on 
Italian art at the time.12 They saw themselves as saving Italians from the typ s of 
descriptions represented by the following: 
…went to the Teatro Pagnini. Saw an opera, made out of ‘Adrienne Lecouvreur.’ 
A large theatre, with six tiers of seats above the pit, and no baignoires; sat in the 
Platèa – and paid fr. 1.50. Opera indifferent, but fairly successful with public. 
After a duo in the first act, much applauded, the female singer disappeared and 
returned dragging a young man in morning attire – semed to be about 20 – the 
composer. This was repeated many times during the opera, the shy and 
awkwardly-bowing fellow appearing in the middle of scenes, without any regard 
to artistic effect. The overture to Act III was bissé, and, because the curtain had 
already risen, the actors – some thirty – had to stand widdling their thumbs whilst 
the overture was repeated – highly ridiculous.13 
 
Boito was particularly well suited for his dissent as he was “a humanist of romanticism; 
an artist who studies and assimilates the romanticists in the spirit in which the humanists 
studied and assimilated the Hellenic authors. He is a romanticist touched with classicism, 
and, as such, necessarily two-sided and in a certain sense indefinable.”14 Furthermore, 
Boito was, by trade, more of a literary man who relished in musical diversions than he 
                                                 
12 I would be remiss to state Boito’s offending remarks and leave Verdi’s own assessment of the 
librettist absent, so, in his own words, “You, Boito, ake the steps of an ant, and leave the footprints of a 
rhinoceros.” Fausto Torrefranca and Julia Gregory, “Arrigo Boito,” The Musical Quarterly 6, no. 4 
(October 1920): 546. 
 
13 Allan Atlas, “George Gissing on Music: Italian Impressions,” Musical Times 142, no. 1875 
(Summer 2001): 30. And in the name of objectivity, the following diary entry by Gissing should also be 
mentioned, “Of course there is the discomfort of the concert hall…my pleasure in the finest music would 
be greatly spoilt by having to sit amid a crowd with some idiot audible on right hand or left…the truth is, I 
do not much enjoy anything nowadays which I cannot e joy alone.” Ibid., 34.  
 




was a musician or composer. Debussy’s description of Boito’s office, the Frenchman 
visited in hopes of garnering an introduction to Verdi, conjures an image of bookshelves 
spilling over with theoretical books and novels, a derelict piano covered with periodicals 
and newspapers, and little music to be found.15 It is perhaps ironic then to consider that 
this penchant for humanistic literature helped spawn Boito’s and others nostalgia for 
purely instrumental works.  
 Italian salons figured prominently in nineteenth-century cultural life, especially 
pre-unification. “As a consequence of the absence of national cultural institutions, the 
Italian salon posed…as a main center of cultural production around which the main 
intellectual figures of Italy gravitated.”16 The cultural magnitude of these institutions 
should not be underestimated.17 The presence of music at such gatherings is discussed in 
the correspondences and memoirs of their participants.18 Post-unification, many of these 
gatherings became the very societies that helped revive the practical groundwork 
instrumental music needed to regain a footing in Italy. These early societies were willing 
to program near anything they could get their hands on. A Florentine home hosted a 
concert consisting of Beethoven’s Eroica Symphony via Czerny’s two-piano version, a 
                                                 
15 Andrew de Ternant, “Debussy and Some Italian Musicians,” The Musical Times 65, no. 979 
(September 1924): 812-814. 
 
16 Gabriella Romani, “A Room with a View: Interpreting the Otoocento through the Literary 
Salon,” Italica 84, no. 2/3 (Summer – Autumn 2007): 235. 
 
17 Fashion trends were frequently discussed at these salons and not in a passing manner. 
Establishing a uniquely Italian dress code promoted a national sentiment against what was normally a serie  
of pervasive French trends. Following the 1847 insurrections in Calabria that resulted in the execution of 
five nationalists, the traditional calabrese hat came to be worn as a symbol of freedom and was even 
featured in Corriere delle dame, a women’s fashion magazine.  
 
18 See Wm. M. Rossetti, “Correspondence,” The Crayon 3, no. 7 (July 1856): 206-214 for a clear 
example. The February, 1856 entry not only discusses th  presence of the violionist, Tullio Ramaciotti, but 
also the political undertones that permeated such affairs. Ramaciotti’s playing is envied since “no spy can 
detect the sedition that may lie within the compass of his instrument; and he may breathe out the longings 
of his soul for freedom in notes, the secret meaning of which no police agent can suspect.” 
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local composer’s string quintet, and Mendelssohn’s D minor Piano Concerto. Another 
prominent salon in Milan attracted the regular attendance of Verdi. And it was at one of 
Ramaciotti’s chamber music concerts at a hall in the Via del Vantaggio in Rome where 
Giovanni Sgambati was first introduced to Liszt. This instrumental resurgence was not 
limited to chamber music. 
 Angelo Mariani built an orchestra in Bologna that bo h played in the 
municipality’s opera house and was able to handle the demands of most nineteenth-
century symphonic music. This particular local orchestra is notable for one of Mariani’s 
successors, Giuseppe Martucci. Martucci, like Sgambati and others, premiered many 
German classics in Italy which helped not only spread knowledge of these works, but 
also helped accustom the public to the various forms of musical expression.19 The need 
for such public conversion is understandable. The coll tive experience of opera 
remained ubiquitous, but its political undertones lost their requisite fervor after 
unification.  This left an open need for shared catharsis that could then be filled by 
instrumental music. 
 On the other side of the fray were those that feared the change away from opera; it 
had become an Italian birthright. It seemed unfathomable to some that the country 
capable of producing Bellini, Donizetti, Rossini, and Verdi would ever be unable to 
continue their stream of operatic legacies. Italian musical supremacy had been proven 
again and again by these men and the importation of foreign music was an appalling sin 
against them. However, “it was a token of a national inferiority complex that these 
                                                 
19 Jean-Aubry, “The New Italy,” 29-56. 
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foreigners were both widely resented and widely imitated.”20 The fear of foreign 
influence, particularly German, was only heightened by the close connection that art and 
politics shared. The ideals of a renewed and unified culture sought to express itself in the 
heroism of self-identity and consequently produced a love-hate dichotomy with the 
German music from Beethoven to Wagner. 
Scholarly discussion of this clash of nationalism goes as far back as its advent. 
Rosselli’s mention above of Italy’s resistance to foreign works was included in a 1991 
survey of the era. In 1986, “Romanticism itself was understood by many of the classici as 
an unwarranted importation of foreign styles and genres.”21 In 1973, “While French 
music-lovers did admire the German talent for instrumental music, it was also clear to 
them that the Italians were the masters of opera and that neither nation had a complete 
monopoly on musical greatness.”22 As far back as 1920, “to-day the veritable Italian 
tradition is so travestied by the vogue of the post-Rossinian theatre, that the new 
generation... [is] accused of copying foreign methods.”23 Or in 1917, when Guido Alberto 
Fano, an Italian himself, wrote of the “Creators of Modern Musical Idealities” and used 
no Italians in his exemplary composers. However, the history of literature on the limits of 
such statements is equally long-standing. For example: 
 
While nationalism directs its chief attention to the ascertainment of and insistence 
upon national qualities, with a tendency to racial narrowness, it is incumbent on 
internationalism to ascertain and set forth those artistic phenomena which are 
                                                 
20 John Rosselli, “Italy: the Decline of a Tradition,” in The Late Romantic Era: From the mid-19th 
century to World War I, ed. Jim Samson (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1991), 133. 
 
21 Gary Tomlinson, “Italian Romanticism and Italian Opera: An Essay in Their Affinities,” 19th-
Century Music 10, no. 1 (Summer 1986): 45. 
 
22 Seay, “Giuseppe Mazzini’s Filosofia della Musica,” 26. 
 
23 Jean-Aubry, “The New Italy,” 30. 
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common property. Objective research should endeavor successfully to bring the 
two species into accord.24 
 
The emotional reactions to political and cultural unification in Italy oscillated from the 
fearful to the rebellious and back again more than it rested at the midpoint of objectivity 
which makes both their individual contexts important to mention. Nevertheless, the 
comparison of the two may refine our conclusions more than the adherence to solely one 
or the other. 
 So, if the need for such studies still exists the qu stion then remains whether those 
chamber works included here have been largely forgotten due to an intrinsic lack of 
enduring qualities or rather a simple lack of familiarity. Assuming the latter, this survey 
presents an analytical narrative of chamber works by Giovanni Sgambati and Giuseppe 
Martucci. The following two thoughts have guided its methodology: 
• “The belief has been too readily accepted and too long held that, with respect to 
musical works, native good taste combined with a certain quantum of general 
culture sufficed for the formulation of an adequate evaluation, independent of 
practical knowledge and training in matters technical and stylistic.”25 
• “Criticism that is not based on thorough analysis can be elegant prose about 
nothing.”26
                                                 
24 Guido Adler and Theodore Baker, “Internationalism in Music,” The Musical Quarterly 11, no. 2 
(April 1925): 281. 
 
25 Adelmo Damerini and Theodore Baker, “Two Notes That No Longer Love Each Other,” The 
Musical Quarterly 12, no. 1 (January 1926): 121. 
 
26 Jonathan D. Kramer, The Time of Music: New Meanings New Temporalities Nw Listening 






For many reasons, it seems apt that Giovanni Sgambati should be the subject of 
the first chapter on a study of Italy’s romantic chamber music. As Alfredo Casella, a man 
who admitted to gaining much from him, expressed, “Sgambati’s life and work were of 
considerable importance in the musical history of Italy, for he marks the beginning of the 
renaissance in that country of instrumental music, which had been in abeyance there for a 
whole century.”1 Sgambati’s unique combination of talents including those at the piano, 
within the conservatory, and upon manuscript paper ll provided support to the 
resurgence of purely instrumental music in Italy.  
As a performer, Sgambati’s effect was twofold. On one side, he garnered 
enthusiastic audiences both at home and abroad. His travels not only exposed him to the 
musical currents of Germany, England, France, and other countries, but brought much of 
their repertoire back to Italian audiences for the first time. Under Sgambati’s direction 
Schumann’s Piano Quintet was first performed in Italy in 1862, Liszt’s “Dante” 
Symphony on February 26th, 1866, and Beethoven’s “Eroica” Symphony on December 
20th, 1866 as well as countless other works from abroad.2 The Liszt premiere deserves 
special mention as it was at early concerts in Rome wh re Sgambati had the opportunity 
to meet Franz Liszt. The intimate mentorship and friendship that followed only furthered 
                                                 
1 Alfredo Casella and L.C. Thorburn, “Giovanni Sgambati,” Music & Letters 6, no. 4 (October 
1925): 304-313. 
 
2 Fr. Warren L. Murphy, The Life of Giovanni Sgambati and A Critical Study of his Piano Works 
(Washington, D.C.: Catholic University of America Dissertation, July 1972): 13-17. And cross-referenced 
in Eric Frederick Jensen, Walls of Circumstance: Studies in Nineteenth-Century Music (Metuchen, N.J. & 
London: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1992): 96-103. 
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the exchange of musical aesthetics from abroad. Additionally, it was at a concert of 
Sgambati’s own piano quintets that Liszt introduced him to Richard Wagner, whose 
personal request convinced Schott, the publisher, to print the two works.3  
As the above would imply, Sgambati’s playing also laid the practical groundwork 
for chamber music to regain prominence, especially in Rome. He, Tullio Ramaciotti, 
Ettore Pinelli, and other Italian performers who were committed to remaining in Italy 
helped the convention of orchestral and chamber music concerts rediscover a home. 
Guido Gatti describes how one could neglect 
to point out the rise of executive musical organisms, of concert associations, of 
the establishment of symphony orchestras – in fact,of that whole complex of 
activities which, as regards the art, may be termed practical, but whose assistance 
to the art is not a negligible quantity. The creators and supporters of such 
organisms are, in our opinion, fully as meritorious as – if not more meritorious 
than – the first composers of non-theatrical music who rose in our musical 
firmament...4  
 
Sgambati played no small part in reestablishing instrumental music’s foothold upon a 
newly united Italy. In 1874, he performed with and helped found the Societá Orchestrale 
Romana. Around 1881, he founded the Societá del Quintetto (which eventually became 
the Regio Quintetto di Corte in 1893).5 Both of these groups not only warmed Roman 
audiences to the idea of a music free from words, but exposed them to foreign, and even 
some newly-minted native, chamber music that had been long ignored.  
Running parallel to the construction of performing chamber societies is the 
creation of an academy that can keep them vibrant for well beyond their founder’s 
                                                 
3 The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, online edition, s.v. “Sgambati, Giovanni,” 
by John C.G. Waterhouse (2 January 2014).  Also included in both of the biographical sources listed above. 
 
4 Guido M. Gatti and Theodore Baker, “The Academy of St. Cecilia and the Augusteo in Rome,” 
The Musical Quarterly 8, no. 3 (July 1922): 323-345. 
 
5 Discussed most thoroughly in Casella, “Giovanni Sgambati,” 305-306. 
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vitality. Here again Sgambati stepped in. Private lessons that he, Ettore Pinelli, Orsini, 
and Forina were holding at the Accademia Pontifica di Santa Cecilia formed the 
foundation for what was first the Liceo Musicale di S. Cecilia and eventually the 
Conservatorio di S. Cecilia, which remains open today.6 In its opening years, Sgambati 
and Pinelli were teaching the lessons for free until the Liceo became more established. 
Sgambati’s dedication to Rome’s musical life also led to his refusal to teach at the 
Moscow Conservatoire as Anton Rubinstein’s successor.7 His attachment paid off. By 
1922 Guido M. Gatti was surmising the importance of The Academy of St. Cecilia with 
the following:  
We in Italy possess an organization of the foremost rank, firmly, and solidly 
established, which really does honor to our nation; which is, for so-called absolute 
music, what La Scala is – or at least was – for theatrical music, that is to say, an 
active and prolific centre of youthful energy whose beneficial influence has only 
of late years begun to be appreciated, through the reawakening of creative activity 
which is apparent and which inspires so great hopes for the future of Italian 
music.8   
 
Lastly, Sgambati’s compositional oeuvre leans heavily on the side of instrumental 
works. Although he has several song collections for voice and piano, he never composed 
opera. Additionally, the works he wrote for symphony a d large ensemble, piano quintet 
and string quartet, as well as for solo piano greatly outnumber his vocal output.9 Some of 
the works can surely be linked either to his ability as a performer or his connection to 
large, Roman ensembles and venues that could premiere th m, but some can just as 
surely be attributed to the shifting tastes of the time; or, perhaps more precisely put, the 
                                                 
6 Murphy, The Life of Giovanni Sgambati and A Critical Study of his Piano Works, 19-20. 
 
7 Casella, “Giovanni Sgambati,” 306. 
 
8 Gatti, “The Academy of St. Cecilia and the Augusteo in Rome,” 344. 
 
9 Most convenient listing at Waterhouse, “Sgambati, Giovanni.” 
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tastes that Sgambati was helping to shift at the tim .  Our focus here is with the two 
previously mentioned piano quintets that appear early in his output, Opus 4 and 5. 
In his New Grove article, John Waterhouse writes, “Sgambati’s larger 
instrumental works (with the possible exceptions of the early quintets) do not indicate 
that he needed large abstract musical forms to embody his ideas.”10 Although an 
unexpectedly qualitative statement for a reference work, it is the parenthetical word 
“possible” that launches us into our exploration of those early quintets.  Both were 
composed while Sgambati was still a young man, 1866 for the first11 and around ten years 
later for the second,12  yet both illustrate his remarkable compositional mind. Formally, 
the works playfully stretch and/or interweave established classical forms. Harmonically, 
they possess the chromatic palette their respective dates would suggest. Melodically, they 
display the originality and wit of the adept mind behind them. And technically, they 
display both the virtuosity of an extraordinary pianist and his astute awareness of the 
chamber instruments that frequently surrounded him. 
 
PIANO QUINTET IN F MINOR, OP. 4, 1866 
Sgambati’s first piano quintet is arranged with a large, sonata-form first 
movement, a voluble scherzo second, a chromatic andante third, and a hybrid set of 
sonata variations for a finale. The first movement begins with an Adagio marking that is 
deceptive and, coordinating with its widening sense of time, displays a sliding 
                                                 
10 Waterhouse, “Sgambati, Giovanni.” 
 
11 Score editions used for analysis were both from Schott. Giovanni Sgambati, Quintuor pour 
Piano, deux Violons, Alto, et Violoncelle, Op. 4. Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne, n.d.(ca. 1877) Plate 22575.  
 
12 Giovanni Sgambati, Quintuor pour Piano, 2 Violons, Viola et Violoncelle, Op. 5. Mainz: B 
Schott’s Söhne, n.d. (ca. 1877) Plate 22280. 
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chromaticism that takes eight measures before reaching its first real cadence in F minor. 
This introduction not only sets the scene, but alsointr duces a five-note motive that both 
distinguishes the start of the first theme and establi hes an aural expectation that 
Sgambati can now exploit for continual surprise.  
It is also worth mentioning the motivic diminution that pushes the piece initially 
into its first theme and later into that theme’s cadence.  The inaugural five notes of the 








Notice the sf that appears on the pitch F establishing both the arrival on tonic and the 
tension inherent in the notes preceding and succeeding it. This occurs in half time nine 
measures later to establish the dominant and lead us into our first V7 – I cadence. Then, 
right at the introduction of the first theme (m. 15), Sgambati plays with our expectation 
and lowers the E to Eb, momentarily leading us to believe we are headed to the relative 
major. A beat later he laughs it off and scores a dominant C7 atop the motive (the modal 
mixture diversion here is also important for its foreshadowing of the transition’s use of 
the same). Finally, he sequences the motive up a half step and begins to accelerate its 
entry to rhythmically drive the phrase into its cadence (mm. 19-21). 
                                                 
13 All score figures from Schott editions cited above unless otherwise noted. 
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 This same motivic wit continues at the start of the development section where 
again all five voices play the opening figure (shown above) in unison. However, this time 
they appear to be forecasting D major, the wrong key. So, what sounds like it could be a 
repeat of the exposition section turns out to be the opening of the development section, a 
point which Sgambati illustrates via key structure. His cleverness here not only adds 
excitement to the piece and its form, but also serves to solidify its reliance on the 
traditional formal constraints of key structure. 
 The movement’s second theme (m. 86) provides a stark contrast to the first. The 
cello sings a legato melody atop the sustained upper strings while the piano whispers a 
harmonic background of pp arpeggios. The delicacy here balances the fervor of its
predecessor’s ever increasing tempi. The theme has also shifted to the major mode and 
provides long moments of harmonic stability, again helping play antagonist to the first 
theme and its harmonic volatility. The recapitulation of this theme again highlights 
Sgambati’s adherence to sonata form key structure (m. 290). The cello is joined by the 
violin for an F major recapitulation. He is careful to maintain both the triumph of the 
tonic tonality and the modal contrast of his two themes. 
    Besides the winged coda (from m. 335 to the end) that combines the opening 
motive with scalar runs at breakneck speed, there ar  a couple additional details within 
this movement that should also be mentioned, mainly for the purpose of illustrating 
Sgambati’s Romantic sound palette. There are several inst nces when his modulations 
require some thorough unpacking. During the first transition for example, he moves from 






Figure 2.2. Modulation Example from the first movement (mm. 59-64) 
 
 
He carefully scores a V42 - I
6 cadence in Cb major (shown above in mm. 60-61), so that 
he can slide into a German augmented sixth that takes him to Ab in the next measure. 
Then another half step down in the strings on the final beat of m. 61 gives him an E42 
making the A major chord of m. 62 sound palatable. And finally, he uses the stepwise A#
of m. 63 as a French augmented sixth chord in E, resolv s it perfectly except that the 
added F# acts as a leading tone, and gives us a final landing in G major. Each step moves 
logically toward the next, never leaving the listener disoriented, but for the hindsight 
realization that they have traversed a tritone in less than a second.  
A similar display of meticulous craftsmanship is shown in the recapitulation. The 
first theme, now in the piano, is embellished on its return and in the transition that 
follows there is a stringendo section that lives up to its label (m. 246). The piano has an 
octave sequence in the left hand with harmonic upbeats in the right hand. As the sequence 
comes to a close (final beat of m. 247 to downbeat of m. 248) note how the left hand 
octave gives us the sense of a V7 - I cadence, but the right hand upbeat that follows 
immediately redefines the sound as a minor subdominant. He does the same thing two 
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measures later as the sequence cadences again. The harmonic rhythm accelerates into 
each cadence without upsetting the overall balance of the transition’s rhythmic goal. 
 The second movement of Opus 4 was also mentioned in the New Grove article 
cited above14 – “a movement such as the First Piano Quintet’s mercurial scherzo, which 
begins and ends in fast 5/8 time, shows that in his youth he was not without originality.” 
“Mercurial” describes it well. The form of the movem nt is very much patterned after the 
initial minuet and trio that from the late-eighteenth-century to the present became more 
commonly a scherzo with contrasting trio. The scherzo maintains the rounded binary 
form of tradition including the A section’s move from I to V and the B section’s return 
from V to I. The B section of the scherzo even maintains its repeat. The trio shifts a third 
away and changes to 3/4 time. Then, after transitioing back first the meter and then the 
key, Sgambati returns to a note-for-note recapitulat on of the scherzo with both themes 
intact. And finally for a quick thirteen-measure coda, he harmonically inverts the 
opening, a shift from C major to E minor now played in retrograde, for a triumphant 
climax on C. 
 For all its reliance on traditional conceptions of form, Sgambati again cleverly 
manages to interweave his own creativity into the movement’s structure. The scherzo’s 
shift to C major from the first movement’s F minor f llows custom, but the trio’s third 
relation shift to E major does far less so. However, it is well forecasted during the 
scherzo’s opening phrase where the first cadence (mm. 10-11) is eluded by deceptively 
shifting from I to vi to iii (E minor) and where the ostinato now moves for the first time, 
playing the open fifth E-B rather than the initial C-G. This foreshadowing becomes 
important at the start of the trio (m. 86).  
                                                 










Sgambati isolates the piano and scores what would snd like a I64 chord in C major to 
the listener and immediately redefines mi as do by adding the strings back in on the 
pitches G# and B almost three measures later (m. 88). He score  a common tone 
modulation that both fulfills his earlier suggesting and widens our linear sense of time, so 
it will match the trio’s contrasting theme. 
 Although the trio begins with what appears to be a r peated A section, the B 
section (starting at m. 116) explodes into a far moe developmental section with rapid 
harmonic transitions and the utilization of several motivic ideas. For example, the I64
arpeggio that began the trio returns and sequences from F major through several keys to 
return to E major (mm. 176-201). The metrical play, now in 3/4, also continues. The 
piano begins a reframing of the pulse around the third beat in one hand with only light, 
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staccato downbeats in the other (m. 131). The upper strings pick up on it later and have 
only the cello murmuring against them with tenuto half notes on each downbeat (mm. 
148-171). This concept is only exacerbated at the trio’s conclusion when the piano 
returns to 5/8 time a full thirty-six measures ahead of the strings (mm. 239-274). Even 
their respective phrase structures remain out of sync until the final measure before the 
scherzo’s recapitulation. The effect very literally begins to dismantle the trio and makes 
its final, crumbling ritardando both an inevitable d mise and a surprise landing back in 
the scherzo. It manages to balance the calming fulfillment of our expectation, both of the 
trio’s conclusion and scherzo’s return, with the thrilling astonishment of revelatory 
shock. The coda’s unpredictable start on beat four also offers the same delightful romp, 
just now towards the movement’s ultimate conclusion.  
 The Andante sostenuto that follows does much to set the listener back down. 
Besides its widened tempo, the opening’s fragile chromatic lines, played by only the 
string quartet, melt their way into Db major. The third movement eludes the lush, 
sweeping melodicism characteristic of the Romantics and offers more of an aural palate 
cleanser between the scherzo and finale. The upper strings all chromatically slink their 
way through the opening five measures while the cello fa ls in a series of fifths, his final 
landing being on the dominant. From here, Sgambati’s careful construction leads us 
through the first theme in violin I and its immediate repeat in the piano. After a brief 
transition through Bb minor, the second theme starts, also in Db major (m. 54). The 
second theme’s presentation inverts the first and is heard in the piano and then repeated 
almost identically in the strings (m. 65). With both themes now clearly established in the 
listener’s ear, Sgambati’s final task eloquently follows. He layers them one atop the 
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other, the pizzicato sixteenths of the second theme now providing rhythmic impetus to 
the longer, legato lines of the first theme.  
 Sgambati again clearly forecasts his plans from the outset, not unlike the motive 
mentioned in the quintet’s opening movement. The slippery chromaticism in the third 
movement’s opening five measures anticipate his prevalent use of chordal mutation 





Figure 2.4. Modulation example from third movement (mm. 107-110) 
 
 
Here a V7 in E major lands on a ii chord where each pitch slide  a half step away as they 
cross the double bar line and arrive on a V7 in Db major. The harmony slips its way into 
the home key where it never completely avoids functio ality, but rarely makes its intent 
entirely clear.  
 The finale of Opus 4 presents a rather interesting assimilation of theme and 
variations combined with that of sonata form. After a brief introduction the piano plays 
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an F minor theme that seems well built for variation. It lacks the repeats of rounded 
binary, but shifts to the level of the dominant midway and then begins making the return 
trip to tonic. The first variation follows and begins passing the theme amongst the strings 
and even possesses the traditional repeat for at least the second half of the variation. Then 
the second variation follows and appears to be succeeding as expected. It begins in F 
minor and retains the repeat for the second half. However, immediately following is a 
shift to Ab major and the theme is nowhere to be found (m. 78). Flipping several pages 
ahead and seeing a third variation marked over two hundred and fifty measures later only 
adds to the confusion (m. 332).  
As a listener, you can do little but strap in and wait for this apparent digression to 
come full circle and rediscover the opening theme. However, Sgambati does provide 
clues as to his overall plan. For example, the enormous interlude continues with clearly 
demarcated sections of shifting character, meter, and tempi. Underneath the sectionalized 
excursions is also a tumultuous shifting of keys and  continual shortening of thematic 
ideas into sequencing motives that rush off in search of the next acquirable melody. In 
short, Sgambati is creating a development section in the midst of his variations. It should 
come as no surprise then that when the theme finally returns for its third variation that it 
has also found the home key, F minor. A recapitulation of sorts has materialized out of 
our sense of memory for the opening theme and its return to the opening key.  
The fourth and final variation has then the dual goal of concluding the movement 
and making sense of all its additional material. So, it too blossoms into an enormous, 
multi-sectionalized variation. And, perhaps in an effort to announce the impending 
conclusion, the modality shifts. Besides a brief detour to the relative minor, the entire 
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final variation is in F major. The inner workings of each variation or section aside, the 
overall intent here of combining the variation and sonata forms for his quintet’s finale is 
an impressive undertaking, especially considering the youthful age of the mind that 
brought the task upon itself.   
 
PIANO QUINTET IN Bb MAJOR, OP. 5, 1876 
Sgambati’s second piano quintet in Bb major opens with a large, sonata-form first 
movement, followed by a remarkably charming barcarolle second, a small, well-crafted 
rondo third, and ends with a rambunctious, sonata-form finale. The first movement 
begins Andante, but immediately introduces the first theme in the viola (m. 3). Each 
successive entrance of the theme occurs with the inroduction of another member of the 
strings until we finally have all five players togeth r (m. 21). However, by its last 
entrance in Violin I, the theme appears in diminution, exactly half the value of its initial 
statement. The theme’s adaptability is noteworthy both for its guised reappearances (see 











As shown above, violin I and cello create an ever-accelerating dialogue with the 
diminuend theme. The piano’s rhythm similarly propels the players into every other 
downbeat and the remaining violin and viola are given sixteenth note sequences that also 
tumble onward. Add to this both the rising dynamics and the harmonic tension that 
refuses to release itself until the downbeat of m. 28 and the Più mosso becomes an 
inevitably. This unification of all the musical elem nts at his disposal to make his 
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intended goal an aural inescapability not only indebts the listener to him, but also 
liberates Sgambati from now needing to regularly fufill future expectations.  
 The transitioning theme that ultimately takes us to the dominant key for the 
second theme is equally striking. As a theme it has t e strength to almost convince the 
listener of its autonomous importance, especially after eighty measures of frolicking with 
only the first theme. However, key relationship holds its place as transient within the 
overall form. It is first introduced in Bb major and quickly begins to modulate to D minor 
and then F major. Even the modulation process remains an important factor in locating 
the second theme as its first introduction (m. 122 in the piano) is initially in D minor. It is 
not until the theme is taken up by the strings (m. 137) that we finally have arrived at the 
actual second theme.  
A curious point here is how the phrase structures of the D minor and F major 
second themes compare. When first introduced in the piano, there are two symmetrical 
four-measure phrases. Each opens with a two-measure ntecedent and closes with a two-
measure consequent creating a very natural contour to the line. But, when stated by the 
strings a few measures later in the dominant key, the antecedent opening is sequenced 
and avoids completely its consequent resolution. Each subsequent landing is overlapped 
with another instrument’s entrance and so is continually left open as if to make the 
section’s advancement interminable. This perpetual expectation is then exploited with the 
use of a closing rhythmic gesture (mm. 164-167). Sgambati uses a deceptive rhythmic 
gesture in tandem with a deceptive harmonic shift to play on the listener’s expectation. 
What appears to be the predictable conclusion of these ongoing phrases suddenly 
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dissipates into an unexpected reset of the theme mad  rkedly fragile by the subito 
piano marking and the theme’s shift up an octave in the upper strings.  
Sgambati’s segue into the development also provides a bit of a novelty. After 
setting down the second theme with an eight measure moment of F major stasis, a short 
motive, seemingly wrought from the second theme, is played in unison by the viola and 
cello. Its appearance seems noteworthy as it also set  off the movement’s coda much later 
(a coda which employs material exclusively from the first transition), but appears 
nowhere else in the movement. Immediately following is a development section that 
opens much like the development section of the first movement of his earlier quintet. The 
opening theme is played on the level of the dominant, but this time key relationship is not 
the only clue to his false recapitulation. The piano is playing the first theme in canon with 
itself, each voice set apart by two beats. This simple ruse becomes the foundation of his 
development’s construction where both themes are eith r played in canon or overlaid one 
atop the other. 
The recapitulation that follows displays Sgambati’s reliance on traditional formal 
constraints. For example, the second theme, though still initially introduced in D minor in 
the piano, is brought home to Bb major (m. 461) and both themes remain intact, but 
shortened, as well as the transitioning theme that appears between them. On the other 
hand, the weight he gives to transitory matter displays his enthusiasm for pushing against 
the bounds of those same formal constraints. As mentioned previously, the brief motivic 
idea that took him to the development section also takes him to the coda. The coda is 
made up exclusively of material from the transition between the two primary themes. The 
dynamic vitality of this material is what could have earlier been mistaken for a theme in 
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its own right and now it is given free rein to sail through ever-increasing tempi in a coda 
plummeting towards its final double bar line. The zeal of its final sprint displays the 
virtuosic prowess Sgambati must have possessed to premiere these works. 
The barcarolle that follows maintains the wit with w ich Sgambati approached 
musical form. In the earlier quintet, he displayed his historical knowledge of the minuet 
and trio’s evolution into a scherzo with contrasting trio. In this second quintet, he goes a 
step further to replace the opening scherzo with a lilting barcarolle, a tribute to his own 
nation’s Venetian gondoliers. However, he maintains other characteristics of the form 
like the use of a trio, employment of rounded binary sections, and some clear instances of 
key relationship. The blend of elements from each of t e unique sources displays an 
incredible synthesis of well understood possibilities.  
The barcarolle opens in G minor, closely related to the quintet’s overarching key 
structure. After a short introduction, which later bookends the movement, the piano takes 
over with a charming 6/8 melody that is appropriately evocative of the ebb and flow of 
water against a boat’s hull. Then, following a brief transition, the theme blossoms into Ab 
major with the cello now at the helm. An inevitable sense of expansion here broadens the 
pulse much like the antithesis of what was described above in the first movement’s fated 
push forward. The harmonic shift to the Neapolitan region is certainly less conventional 
of a key relationship, but it is well forecasted by the opening theme. The piano’s initial 
statement of the barcarolle theme shifts twice to the Neapolitan chord. It creates a 
questioning ascent that requires a sequence to return it home where it then immediately 
restarts, affirming the aesthetic suggestion of lapping waves.   
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The same shift takes Sgambati to the trio which also starts in Ab major. Here the 
form is visibly clear. Each half of the trio is demarcated with repeat signs and the 
harmonic shift of the first is from tonic to dominant whereas the second offers the return 
from dominant to tonic. The return trip is nevertheless not without surprise. A harmonic 
sequence five measures in (m. 119) makes a detour to B major which would seem like a 
digression upon first hearing, but anticipates the key’s use in the barcarolle’s return. The 
repeat of the barcarolle waits until its final statement of the theme to find its home key. 
The use of key throughout this movement is an excellent example of how seamlessly 
Sgambati managed to blend the traditionally expected el ments of a second movement 
with more forward-looking ones, like the incorporation of a barcarolle theme or harmonic 
shifts to the Neapolitan region. 
The third movement is marked Andante sostenuto and is a small rondo. It plays a 
delicate balancing act between the length of each formal section and the phrase length of 
their respective themes. The A section theme lasts for ixteen measures and is in Eb 
major. It is first introduced by solo piano and is then semi-repeated by the strings to 
ensure the theme lingers in the listener’s ear and rounds out the whole A section to 
twenty-four measures. The B section then doubles th overall length of its predecessor 
while its theme does the opposite and halves it. The eight-measure theme is heard first in 
violin I (m. 26) and is embellished each time it retu ns. The shortened B theme continues 
to be developed and modulates to several key areas before the A section returns for 
exactly the initial sixteen-measure theme back in Eb major (m. 72). The C section follows 
and also doubles the length of the A section, but its theme continues decreasing and now 
halves the length of the B theme (m. 89). This four-measure theme is heard first in violin 
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II and then dissipates into the development of motives from the A section. Not unlike its 
previous counterpart, the C section remains developmental in nature and modulates 
through several key areas. Finally, the A theme returns in the lower strings (m. 136). Its 
only deviation is in the addition of concluding material. 
What makes this formal section versus theme length worth noting is how carefully 
it is controlled within the two, very volatile, dissenting middle sections. Both the B and C 
sections are harmonically treated like development s c ions. They both use motivic 
material to collaboratively modulate to almost a dozen key areas, often remote ones. The 








Note in the measures above how the overarching harmonic progression moves from F 
minor (where the piece has been) to Eb major with essentially a ii – V7 – I cadence on the 
level of Eb. But melodically, Sgambati is careful to guide thelistener to both the 
dominant and the leading tone pitches. First the bass steps down to Cb; then it sits still 
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while the soprano steps down to Eb; then the bass moves down again to its goal Bb where 
it remains while the soprano steps down to the leading tone. The dominant seventh chord 
has been carefully prepared one melodic step at a time, so that its final resolution to Eb 
seems inevitable by m. 136. This type of meticulous craftsmanship is all the more striking 
when the balance of each formal section is noted. The individual B and C section lengths 
never exceed that of twice the A section. It is a balance that makes sense considering the 
frequency of A’s return, but one whose control took an enormous amount of fastidious 
care. 
 The finale is an appropriately rambunctious and grand sonata. Violin I leaps in 
with the first theme immediately in the opening measure and the piece is off and running 
straightaway. The modal mixture of Bb major and G minor throughout the first theme is 
worth mentioning. The piano takes over the theme and t gs on an effective closing 
gesture before a brief transition takes us right into the second theme. It is a staccato, 
minor taunting from the piano and provides a strong contrast to the rollicking, longer 
lines of the first theme as it was introduced in the violin. A repeat of the first theme then 
combines its opening statements from violin and piano into a single reiteration, but the 
second theme follows only as a suggestion since the return of the raucous character is 
now affected by the first theme’s exultation.  
 The exposition ends with F minor chords slowly coming to a halt on isolated root 
notes. Once sustained, Sgambati redefines the root pitch F as a leading tone and the 
development begins in Gb major with what appears to be new motivic material. Here it 
almost recalls the variation form that ended the first quintet. The piano gives a theme that 
is then taken up by the strings exactly, but, before the variation can finish, material from 
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the second theme interrupts and a clear development section takes off. Included in the 
succeeding measures is a fugal treatment of the devlopment’s opening motive and 
further development of the exposition’s two themes. The recapitulation has an identical 
repeat of the first theme and, as expected, the second theme converts to Bb major, but is 
scored in the throaty, bass register of the piano which helps maintain its more menacing 
temperament. Then the two themes seem to momentarily unite characters. Turns and 
grace notes from the highest possible register of the piano tease a now more stable 
harmonic structure. Finally, a coda, marked notably faster than the opening, races to the 
finale’s conclusion.  
 These two piano quintets illustrate the work of a m n who worked to absorb the 
musical traditions he inherited and assimilate them with those that were present amongst 
his contemporaries at home and abroad. That man’s creativity and craftsmanship gave 









Giuseppe Martucci was able to realize achievements in Naples and Bologna that 
were not unlike those of Sgambati in Rome. Martucci’s virtuosity at the piano was 
apparent from an early age and carried through to his skillful writing for the instrument. 
His determined work with the Orchestra Napoletana introduced Italian audiences back to 
instrumental works with the premiere of works like Brahms’s Second Symphony. He 
continued such rebuilding in Bologna as director of their Società del Quartetto with the 
premiere of Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde in 1888, Schumann’s Szenen aus Goethes Faust 
in 1895, and several Englishmen’s work, especially Stanford’s Irish Symphony.1  
Martucci’s own compositional oeuvre was eagerly anticipated by the early age of 
twenty-two when he was awarded a Milan prize for his Piano Quintet, Op. 45. The 
eventual realization of that output continues to be enjoyed today, probably even more so 
than that of Sgambati’s. The notes of a 1940 The Musical Times mention a Roman 
performance of his Symphony in F major 2 (the listing is noteworthy both for its inclusion 
of the symphony and its discussion of instrumental works before operatic ones for every 
Italian city listed, a rarity even ten years prior). Fifteen years later, Waterhouse mentions 
the popularity of Martucci’s orchestrated Notturno, Op. 70 writing, “(when on a trip) in 
                                                 
1 Biographical information was drawn from and and can be cross referenced in the following 
sources: Bea Friedland, “Italy’s Ottocento: Notes from the Musical Underground,” The Musical Quarterly 
56, no. 1 (January 1970): 27-53. Sergio Martinotti, O tocento Strumentale Italiano (Bologna: Forni Editore 
Bologna, 1972). John C.G. Waterhouse, “Martucci Reconsidered,” Ricordiana 10, no. 4 (1965): 4-6. The 
New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, online edition, s.v. “Martucci, Giuseppe,” by John C.G. 
Waterhouse and Folco Perrino (3 February 2014). 
 




Rome in 1962-3 I heard as many as six performances of it, mainly broadcasts, in less than 
seven months.”3 And though sentiments praising the craftsmanship of Martucci’s 
chamber works exist,4 the same studies then tend to focus their discussion on his larger 
works like the two symphonies or piano concertos. This unbalanced perspective is 
reminiscent of a critical dilemma that Martucci also faced. 
The sudden increase of writing about the arts in general during the second half of 
the nineteenth century in Italy would be impossible to disassociate from the politics of the 
time, especially since censorship was not imposed on periodicals whose professed 
concern was solely music and the arts. Though it certainly affected the initial rhetoric of 
such periodicals, the viability of many of them continued beyond the years of political 
tension. “In Naples alone about 1200 periodicals were published from 1860 to 1899, 
ranking third in the production of magazines, following Milan and Rome.”5 Among this 
proliferation of periodicals, particularly in Naples, was Michele Ruta’s La Musica. La 
Musica deserves special mention as it represents a Neapolitan view that opposed the 
perceived invasion of foreign influences, even near the end of the century.6 Men like 
Martucci complicated these types of perspectives. Hi  work and the work of the societies 
he helped found was appreciated by them, but, as it frequently went hand in hand with the 
premieres and/or performances of works from abroad, left them uncomfortably at odds 
with themselves. These types of contradictions eventually forced the periodicals to 
evolve, an evolution which can be illustrated in Naples with the advent of a paper like 
                                                 
3 John C.G. Waterhouse, “Martucci Reconsidered,” Ricordiana 10, no. 4 (1965): 5. 
 
4 Ibid., 5. for example 
 
5 Tiziana Grande, “Neapolitan Music Periodicals in the second half of the 19th Century,” Fontes 
Artis Musicae, 44, no. 2 (April-June 1997): 152.  
 
6 Ibid., 156. 
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Archivio Musicale. Archivio Musicale raised the standard of criticism in Naples as it 
sought a wider perspective which encompassed all ofthe European artistic community 
instead of just a local, Neapolitan one.  
 The persistence of Martucci, and others who helped force forward the opinions of 
their time, is analogous to his goal of synthesizing the compositional ideas from at home 
and abroad, as well as from the present and the past, into new instrumental works. The 
chamber works discussed below were all composed before Martucci’s larger scale works 
including the previously mentioned two symphonies, Notturno, and the Piano Concerto in 
Bb minor. He wrote the Piano Quintet, Op. 45, when he was twenty-one; the First Piano 
Trio, Op. 59, when he was twenty-six; and the Second Piano Trio, Op. 62, a year later 
when he was twenty-seven. Not only are they works whose composition made the later, 
larger scale works possible, but they collectively r flect the youthful vigor of a 
compositional mind able to integrate that which his contemporaries understood with that 
they remained opposed to.   
  
PIANO QUINTET IN C MAJOR, OP. 45, 18777 
Martucci’s Piano Quintet has four movements, all in so ata form. The first of which is 
transparently clear in regards to form. The opening is marked Allegro giusto, but its long 
lines and broad pulse create a spacious initial theme. This expansiveness makes the first 
twenty-eight measures feel almost like an introduction except that Martucci presents two 
important clues to the movement’s intent. First is the two-note motive introduced by the 
piano. 
                                                 
7 All score examples from Giuseppe Martucci, Quintett für Pianoforte, zwei Violinen, Viola und 








This falling fifth highlights the dominant and tonic pitches and helps establish the 
quintet’s key from the outset. Martucci’s springing rhythm not only adds weight to C as 
tonic, but also creates turmoil beneath the strings’ stasis for him to then work out (this 
turmoil is well mocked by the viola’s leading tone to the dominant in the second measure 
and balances the possible solemnity of the opening). Once established by its repetition in 
the third measure it also makes Martucci’s second clue possible, the relationship of the 
third. In the eleventh measure of the piece, the opening is replayed in Ab major, down a 
major third from its initial key of C major. The transposition would be more startling, but 
the motive again drops into the fourth beat and reassures the listener that they are on solid 
ground, albeit unfamiliar. These two clues predict much of Martucci’s plan. 
 The transition to the second theme maintains the long ines of the opening in the 
strings while the piano surges forward with a torrent of activity. It would be a tempting 
place to call the primary theme but for its quick shift to B minor. The modulation to B 
minor prepares the eventual third relation shift to E major for the second theme by 
making the dominant that much easier to reach (see the slow modal shift to B major in 
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mm. 48-49). The tonal shift to E major for the second theme fulfills the opening 
foreshadowing of third relation. The theme’s entrance is stated first by solo piano and 








The character shift maintains the pulse’s feeling in two, but in a more lilting manner. The 
piano’s left hand division of each measure into twosets of quarter-note triplets plays well 
against the dotted-quarter note rhythm of the melody. Combined, the two rhythms 
establish a buoyant swing that counterbalances well th  squarer opening theme.  
 A clear shift to F# minor (mm. 67-68) seems to begin the transition that leads up 
to the development section, demarcated by a key signature shift and a set of double bar 
lines (m. 124). Both the transition and succeeding evelopment make motivic use of the 
exposition’s two themes amongst a legion of modulations. In the closing measures of the 
development, the recapitulation is well forecasted by the opening two-note motive on the 










All four string instruments play the falling fifth motive atop the piano’s affirmation of G 
major making the landing back in C on the next measure inevitable. The recapitulation 
follows and maintains the primary theme’s third-relation shift as well as the secondary 
theme’s predictable transposition to C major (the circular transition from mm. 211-221 
that keeps the recapitulation in C major further illustrates the clarity of form here). A 
final push on the tempo (m. 286) then takes the move ent to its conclusion.  
 Equalizing the clearly established form is Martucci’s deployment of chromaticism 
at several structural levels. Beyond the modulation to the flattened submediant within the 
primary theme, he displays both an understanding of chromatic expectation, which relies 
on the principles of voice leading, and a more structural use of chromaticism, which 
quickly modulates from the prevailing tonic through several remote key areas. A clear 











In the first measure above, the piano moves from a dominant chord to a first inversion 
tonic through the interval of an augmented sixth. Te pitches are borrowed from the 
relative minor, but the interval expands outward, just as voice leading rules dictate, and 
resolves to the mediant. A subdominant chord follows and seems to move to a ii°7 chord 
before the Bb steps its way into a B natural leading tone back to C major. In retrospect, 
one realizes the subdominant’s chord function as a Neapolitan chord in the goal key 
whose step both to the leading tone B natural in the bass and the F in the soprano 
naturally resolve inward as voice leading rules would dictate for the tritone resolution of 
a dominant seventh chord. The violin even melodically highlights the harmonic intent by 
playing each chord’s root.  
 Counter to the smooth shifts of voice leading are the more rapid shifts through 
several key areas. Following the recapitulation of the second theme Martucci is already in 
the key in which he intends to finish (see m. 259), but modulates through a quick 
succession of remote keys before actually arriving at the conclusion. First he resolves a 
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dominant seventh chord in C major to a C root pitch, but immediately redefines the chord 
of resolution as a dominant seventh in F minor (mm. 265-266). Four measures later is a 
direct modulation up to a dominant seventh chord in Gb major (m. 270) which only lasts 
for six measures before being redefined as a German augmented sixth chord in Bb major 
(mm. 275-276). The same redefinition of Bb as a German sixth then makes the final shift 
to D major (mm. 279-280) which ultimately takes us back to C major (by m. 286). In 
twenty measures, Martucci takes the listener through four remote keys only to land 
exactly back where he started. Chromaticism operates here on a structural level 
equivalent to a transition section in the movement’s overall form.  
 The formal clarity of the first movement is completely eluded in the succeeding 
Andante. There are three distinct sections whose synthesis most closely resembles sonata 
form. The most troubling characteristic hindering a clear-cut sonata form is Martucci’s 
atypical use of key. The opening functions as an introduction not only to the primary 










The initial four measures seem to forecast an overall key of A minor. The fifth measure, 
however, has a German augmented sixth chord that resolves I64 – V
7 – I in C major, 
following the resolution of the F natural retardation on beat one (the fact that the 
retardation spells a dominant seventh chord in Bb major turns out not to be accidental 
upon its repeat at m. 21). This play on modality forecasts the skirmish that is to take the 
place of the more typically tonal one. Additionally, the two-measure motive that follows 
the fermata (mm. 13-14) clears the air for a repeat of the opening A minor idea, but this 
time with a shift to Bb major instead of C. This brief, beguiling motive also ends the 
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repeat of the opening idea and, in so doing, establi hes itself as a compartmental gesture. 
This motive eventually functions to demarcate each theme from the next as the 
movement unfolds.  
 The second theme enters in the cello with only piano ccompaniment. The solo 
presentation of the theme in the cello is important o note here as orchestration is to be 
one of the additional tools Martucci utilizes to differentiate sections. Violin I then repeats 
the melody note for note (mm. 63-75) as the cello initially presented it (mm. 50-62). 
Interest is maintained on the repeat by scoring all four other strings to accompany the 
first violin and rhythmically compressing the piano’s accompaniment from triplets into 
sextuplets, adding a greater sense of forward motion. In both statements, the secondary 
theme continues to allow C major and A minor to intermingle. This mingling of 
modalities seems tantamount to the theme as it also continues upon its repeat and 
throughout the transition that follows, obscuring any definitive sense of an overall 
tonality.  
 After the previously mentioned compartmental gesture reoccurs, the closing 
theme enters as a viola solo with violin trimming (mm. 79-80). This is the first melody 
whose initial presentation remains solely in one key - F major. At this point, we can 
establish that the relationship to the primary key then is either third-relation (A minor to 
F major), conceivable considering its occurrence in the first movement, or tonic to 
subdominant (C major to F major), equally credible considering their close relation. The 
question, however, is left open ended. The theme dissipates in a deceptive cadence, 
sliding its way into Cb major, and then repeats in A major. This would seem to strengthen 
the argument for a third relation of keys, but the same slip into a key a tritone away 
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occurs before clearing up the matter. And, only comp unding matters, the succeeding 
transition continues a fluctuation among multiple key areas and modalities.  
 The development section exploits motivic use of the last two of the exposition’s 
themes, but the modulatory shifts are far rarer than even the transitions that preceded it. 
Virtuosic outbursts from the piano seem to unify the section as much as anything else 
which seems especially fitting as the piano’s slowing rhythmic impetus is what sets the 
section back down. After over thirty measures of scurrying fervor, the piano slows from 
sextuplets to sixteenths and finally triplets to place the ensemble gently back into the 
recapitulation (mm. 164-167). The recapitulation, or specifically the pitch of its initial 








Note in the first five measures above that the cello reiterates the pitch C. This same 
passage only occurred after a similar A-minor statement initially played in the 
introduction. The exclusion of that minor preface displays Martucci’s proposed struggle, 
one of modality, and the major modality is herein declared the victor. Not only does this 
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help clarify the unstable presentation of the exposition’s themes, but also the major 
versus minor free-for-all included in their connecting transitions. The secondary theme is 
then recapped in, almost exclusively, A major (mm. 193-219) and followed by a memory 
of the earlier compartmental gesture (mm. 220-224). The closing theme persists in its 
mixture of tonal centers, but with the major modality remaining the clear winner.  
All the more important to mention then are the tools Martucci does use to unify 
the form since the central tonal struggle is redefined. The clearest is the compartmental 
gesture that was introduced early and then continued throughout to sectionalize each 
theme’s presentation and repeat. Another is his use of oloists to introduce each theme. 
The thinning texture and unfettered presentation of each melody helps ensure its 
memorability. Lastly, the opening is used as an introduction, the start of the 
recapitulation, and to bookend the movement. Its final arrangement is strictly in A major. 
The only question left open at the end is the scoring of the final A-major chord. Although 
the pianist has a low tonic note, it is a crushed grace note and its landing is in second 
inversion. The strings are left equally hanging with violin and cello playing pizzicato 
tonic notes, but the two inner strings sustaining dominant pitches. Perhaps the lingering 
harmony is meant to take the listener right into the scherzo. 
The scherzo’s traditional formal layout is also redefined. It is recast from the 
scherzo and contrasting trio to a pair of contrasting scherzo themes in a sonata form 
movement. The formal design carefully fuses characte istics of both forms into a clever 
synthesis. It takes off with a rollicking start in F major and quickly begins the anticipated 
move towards the dominant. Though the shift to C major is well prepared, Martucci 
intriguingly uses its preparation to modulate to the Neapolitan region, Db major, for what 
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one could only imagine would be the B section (m. 25) Nevertheless, he returns to F 
major to round out the form (m. 57) and the only conceivable indication that things are 
not as they seem is the lack of repeat signs (which was by no means a requirement by 
1877).  
With almost no transition, he then lands immediately in the “trio.” The theme is 
contrasting, more spacious than the former, but with no real lack of accelerative thrust. 
The piano plays the theme first in Bb major reflecting a traditional shift to the 
subdominant (m. 77). The melody is quite brief, however, and is being replayed by the 
viola in D minor and then back in Bb major in only thirty-two measures. This brevity, 
combined with the pressed tempo, is a warning sign that there is more at play here. The 
instability of the next section (starting at m. 141) is clearly developmental in nature. 
Motives from the two themes are quickly taken through several keys and are even used 
contrapuntally against one another. The impression now is that the opening sections were 
primary and secondary themes forming an exposition that prefaced this fluctuating 
development section.  
The subsequent recapitulation (starting at m. 267) affirms the notions of sonata 
form, leaving only the question of an overall key to be cleared up. The “scherzo” primary 
theme appears unchanged except for missing its modulation to the dominant’s Neapolitan 
region. Instead, it shifts just to the dominant andback. The “trio” theme is transposed 
though (mm. 315-390). It begins again in solo piano, but in F major. The B section’s 
minor shift is preserved, just now to A minor, and then returns to F major. In so doing, 
Martucci shrewdly maintains a sense of rounded binary form, albeit abbreviated, while 
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allowing the scherzo and trio pair to function as primary and secondary themes in sonata 
form.  
Attached to the end of this hybrid movement is an unus al coda. It draws upon 
harmonic ideas, including another shift to the Neapolitan region, which were heard 
throughout the movement, but rhythmically suspends time instead of accelerating it. The 
primary theme is hinted at, but is in augmentation, ts initial rhythms doubled in value 
(mm. 409-417 in violin I). Fourteen measures from the end, the whole thing finds stasis 
on a dominant seventh chord that decays into a fermata-topped measure of rest. The tag 
that follows is a dead sprint to the double bar. Martucci’s play on expectation here seems 
noteworthy. The recapitulation’s final measures were a solo piano run down the keyboard 
that crashed into an immediately expansive coda featuring all four strings almost 
exclusively. The string quartet slid its way through a memory of the initial theme literally 
in half time, but then runs out of breath. Its final whispers left unresolved. And so, it is 
the piano, as if awakened by the hanging sounds, which scurries in with a flustered crash 
back to the tonic.  
The finale bookends the entire quintet with its retu n to a clear sonata form, 
continued emphasis on third-relation, and playful treatment of the listener’s expectations. 
The presentation of the first theme (and later its gui ed reoccurrences) represents all three 










These first few measures outline Martucci’s blueprint for the movement. The opening 
hammer chord on Ab, with a C natural hint in the bass, is followed by a three octave 
arpeggiation of the same harmony, with a landing on another C natural. The primary 
theme then takes off in C major. The third-relation is obvious and well planned by his 
scoring of both the hammer chord and the arpeggio’s arrival note on the downbeat. Even 
the use of an arpeggiated harmony is important for i s noteworthy inclusion in both the 
primary and secondary themes.  Nevertheless, for all its forecasting of events to come, 
the strong opening and sudden shift is not without an effective component of surprise.  
 The second theme fulfills the opening’s prediction with a shift to Ab major. It also 












The second theme starts right at the key change (reh a sal letter A or m. 51). It is 
presented first in the piano with occasional cello commentary. The first phrase is of a 
four-plus-four measure construction (mm.51-54 and mm. 55-58). The following six-plus-
four measure phrase displays an appealing, circular shift (mm. 59-64 and mm. 65-68). 
The hanging end to the first phrase (m. 58) resolve into a dominant seventh chord in C 
minor. C minor is then used for a color shift in the middle of the theme. Its close relation 
to Eb major makes the transition back to Ab an organic return to the home key, landing 
just in time for the top three strings to take over the repeat of the theme (m. 69). The mid-
theme modulation seems all the more noteworthy for its inclusion in the immediately 
following repeat. The clarity of the theme’s presentation is readily grasped by the ear, 
while the minor shift both adds interest and sets Martucci up for further modulatory 
development. 
 Following a brief, but commanding, closing theme Martucci launches into the 
development section with a false repeat of the exposition (m. 117). The hammer chord is 
a C major chord, now with a telling E-natural in the bass, and the succeeding arpeggio 
lands on the E and takes us straight to A major. The development section is concise and 
volatile, its final measures expanding to melt into a pianissimo recapitulation. The 
primary and secondary themes both appear in the home key (m. 163 and m. 209 
respectively). The secondary theme even maintains its sh ft, just now to E minor. The 
concluding coda also synthesizes aspects of the prec ding movements. The idea of 
bookending the movement with its opening material th t Martucci used in the Scherzo is 
remembered with the return of the Ab major hammer chord (m. 321). The broadening 
pulse that seems to work against the coda’s more traditional accelerative push was used 
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in the third movement and here again sets the whole piece down right before a nine-
measure sprint to the finish. 
 Besides these formal characteristics there are a few striking moments that also 
deserve mention here. The first is Martucci’s preval nt use of augmented triads as 
substitute dominants. They offer a pivot chord thatcan rapidly shift to a remote key area 
and also display his fashioning of chromaticism from the principles of voice leading. The 
transition that follows the first theme shifts to F major in both the exposition and the 








Notice the fourth beat of the first measure above. The preceding measure prepared the 
same augmented dominant chord, but allowed it to res lv  right back to C major. Here 
each pitch is allowed to follow its half step resolution into the next measure, excluding 
the bass note which emphasizes the root movement to the level of C, and creates a 
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dominant seventh chord in F major. The aural fabric of the two measures aligns with 
functional harmony, but is wrought as much from voice leading rules as it is the 









In the measures from the development above, Martucci blends voice leading with 
harmonic tendency to modulate to even more remote key areas. Gb major is established in 
the preceding measures and seems, like the previous example, to again shift to an 
augmented dominant chord by the fourth beat of the irst measure. However, the added 
tone, a B natural in the piano and viola, intensifie  the inherent tension by inserting the 
interval of an augmented sixth into the sound. This new addition is the one that gains 
favor from Martucci and is thus allowed to resolve outward to the dominant octave while 
the augmented fifth is maintained as a common tone (se  viola and cello resolutions and 
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violin’s repeated A natural above). This rapid shift from Gb major to F major is then 
reinforced with an augmented dominant seventh chord that properly resolves to tonic 
before repeating the process to expand out to the dominant of E major (see piano part in 
final measures above). The sequence-like falling from Gb to F and finally to E major 
follows naturally from the most minute of voice leading considerations.  
 This same attention to detail can be found in Martucci’s use of rhythm. The 
opening theme of the piece (shown in mm. 3-7 of Figure 3.7 above) emphasizes the 
downbeat of each measure creating a broad sense of a pulse in one. Note how even the 
phrasing of the string parts helps stress each measur ’s first beat. The second theme (also 
shown above in Figure 3.8, specifically mm. 49-53) has a calmer feel in two, highlighted 
by the piano’s syncopation of the repeated Eb and its accompanying left-hand harmonic 
shifts on the half note. Aware that the shift is a kinesthetic one, Martucci carefully helps 
the listeners (and performer) anticipate the change. For four measures preceding the 
second theme (two of which are shown in the example above), he allows the strings to 
melodically come to rest while the piano breaks each measure in half with a pair of 
quarter note triplets. The rhythmic transference of pulse has thus already been made by 
the time the second theme starts.  
 The impending character of successive sections is al o forecasted via rhythmic 
impetus. The volatility of the development section is preceded by an abrupt contrast in 










Initially the piano takes off with a maniacal run from the dominant towards C major for 
four measures (mm. 109-112), but it dissipates into playful pizzicato banter with the 
violin and cello for the four measures that precede the false repeat of the exposition and 
mark the start of the development (mm. 113-116). The sudden halt of thrust, followed by 
the mischievous taunt, and ending on the mistaken hammer chord all preempt the 
unpredictability of the development section. Similarly, the end of the development 
section, as mentioned previously, gently lands back in the recapitulation (mm. 147-163). 
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The recapitulation’s arrival fulfills the expectation that Martucci’s formal clarity prepares 
and is thus sunken into instead of exultantly annouced. 
  
PIANO TRIO IN C MAJOR, OP. 59, 18828 
The juggling act of balancing expectation with excitement continues in Martucci’s 
Piano Trio, Op. 59 written five years later. The first movement seems a straightforward 
sonata form opening, but with an unconventional use of key and a synthesis of several 
chromatic elements. A scherzo and trio follows which both follow rounded binary forms, 
albeit with expanded, developmental B sections. The slow movement shows Martucci’s 
craftsmanship with a theme and set of variations. And the finale serves almost more as a 
synthesis of its earlier movements than it does a self-regulating use of sonata form.  
 The exposition of the first movement is as clearly composed as if it had been done 
a century earlier. The first theme is presented in three separate scorings all in the home 
key, C major. 
 
 
                                                 
8All score examples from Giuseppe Martucci, Trio No. 1 in Do maggiore per Pianoforte, violino, 








The first presentation is in the cello with piano accompaniment and, eventually, violin 
commentary. The opening motive’s veiled reappearances later make it worth noting here 
(see mm. 3-4 in the cello). The violin and cello play the theme together immediately after 
(m. 10) and then the piano gets a turn (m. 22). The final measures of this third iteration 
offer an elegantly simple shift that both prepares the secondary theme and affirms the 
importance of rhythm in this movement to at least equal to, if not above, that of harmony 










Note how the strings shown above play asymmetrical subdivisions of the beat, constant 
two against three patterns, to accompany the melody. It is similar to the piano part in 
Figure 3.12. But, at the final measure of the phrase, both strings shift to even triplets. 
This is the first time in the piece that the background material has rhythmically agreed 
and the shift is enough to draw the listener’s attention. Knowing that the nearly 
unrealized calm caused by these matched rhythms has now become the foreground, 
Martucci allows the rhythm itself to blossom into a cascading motive that, once shifted to 










Though the piano starts the theme as a derivative of the triplets shown in Figure 3.13 (m. 
32), Martucci has the full trio join by way of a canonic invitation. In the second measure 
above, the piano starts the free canon. The violin enters a measure later with few 
alterations and the cello then mimics the same at the start of the second line. It is as if the 
rhythm, having stolen the spotlight after the first thirty-one measures, is now entirely at 
the helm. It seems apt then that in the first and second repeats of the exposition 
(interesting in and of itself for the traditional nod of its inclusion) the rhythm shifts back 
to eighth notes juxtaposed with triplets. It surrend rs the foreground just as if it were the 
dominant key giving way to the tonic.  
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 The start of the development section offers another r ythmic diversion. The 
opening motive of the first theme (shown above in Figure 3.12) begins the development 








The development begins in Eb major and the soprano notes of the piano line repeat th  
opening cello motive in exactly twice the note duration. Martucci notates rolled chords 
throughout the piano part to help draw the listener’s ar to the top of each sound where 
the motive lies. As an additional hint to the origin of the motive, the accompanying violin 
shifts from triplets to eighth notes, subtly emphasizing the contrasting subdivisions of the 
beat that also accompanied the motive earlier. However, the accompanying line itself is 
reminiscent of the second theme. Note how the downward curve followed by the leap of a 
sixth compares to the start of the free canon (see th  piano part at m. 45 in Figure 3.14). 
The slight differences in each canonic imitation both support the suspicion and offer no 
more than a memory of the line by this point. It allows the line to have new life here. Just 
as the violin’s rhythm was a clue to the augmentation below, Martucci uses the dynamics 
as an indication of hierarchy, a tip now to the violin line’s origin. The melodic line in the 
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violin is perceptibly louder than the piano’s theme. The placement of momentum into the 
foreground is itself an allusion to the second theme. 
This type of rhythmic teasing of the opening materil establishes the basis of the 
development section, each new occurrence often coming with its own tempo indication. 
The tempo picks up for a more commanding presentatio  of the violin line from above in 
diminution (mm. 101-106). Immediately prior to the reiteration of the same material 
shown in Figure 3.15 in E major (mm. 117-124), the strings and piano are allowed to 
swap roles. The piano sequences motivic material from the second theme while the 
strings take over the motive from the first theme (m. 107-116). As the development 
section comes to close, Martucci drives the instrumentalists into the recapitulation by 
shortening even further a motive from the first theme, layering its entrances on top one 
another, and allowing certain compositional aspects to drag others forward towards the 










The overlapping motive, shown in the first two measure  of the piano part above, is from 
the first theme (first occurrence in violin and cello at m. 12). Though it remains 
unchanged when passed to the strings, the ostinato moves up a step in the piano. 
Harmonically, the sound is shifting from a ii half-diminished seventh chord to a dominant 
seventh chord in E minor (the line prior to the oneshown displayed a direct modulation 
up a step from D minor to E minor). Remembering that e goal is a recapitulation in C 
major, notice how three separate levels urge one another on.  
Harmony is in last place. The dominant seventh chord (clearly shifted to by m. 
143) functions as a pivot chord. It is operating both in E minor, as a dominant seventh, 
and A minor, as a secondary dominant. The following downbeat (m. 144) then shifts 
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logically to a ii°7, but now in A minor, presumably shifting from V7/  to ii°7 on its way 
to V of A minor. The ensuing repeat of this chord is important. It offers a chance for it to 
be redefined. The pitches B-D-F-Ab function in A minor as a ii°7 chord, but those same 
pitches function as a vii°7 chord in C major. The dual role of the repeated chord makes 
the shift to C major’s dominant (by the end of m. 147) palatable and creates a clear, 
functional push to the recapitulation in the following measure.  
The ostinato, though slightly ahead of the harmony, appears sheepish about its 
anticipation of the recapitulation. It finds a leading tone home six measures early and 
oscillates between octaves awaiting its chance to break free. But, like an overenthusiastic 
participant nearly spoiling the surprise, it concedes in the end and relinquishes the 
satisfaction of individual arrival for that of a collective shift. It slides to the level of the 
dominant for an assertive V to I cadence home. Even ahead of the ostinato is the 
overlapping motive. Having been used previously, it has always been transposed to 
maintain its initial scale degrees (see mm. 128-131 or mm. 134-135). However, from the 
initial moment it starts asserting itself in these final measures it appears only in C, albeit 
both C major and C minor. It is as if the motive where the originator of the idea to start 
bringing the entire development section to a close. By continual reassertion, the motive 
reminds all other elements of the eventual goal and relents only in the final two measures 
when they have complied. It seems especially fitting for the progenitor to have been a 
motive considering the entire development section’s reliance on their malleability. 
The recapitulation of the first theme comes from the piano and, as if starting on its 
third repeat in the exposition, moves on immediately to the second theme. Though the 
second theme appears exactly as it did in the exposition, the key seems completely out of 
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place. It returns in Ab major, seemingly dissolving the tonic vs. dominant struggle. 
However, Martucci seems to be delaying the proclamation of a tonal victor more than he 
does eliminating it. By the closing section (m. 204-end), C major returns and the second 
theme has its last utterance in the guise it wore du ing the development, but this time 
unaccompanied by the first theme. This more tranquil setting of the second theme sets the 
piece to rest amongst the same two-against-three rhythms from which it came. Bubbling 
to the surface three times in the final measures is an augmented Ab chord (or a bVI+ in C 
major) that seems to dually serve as both the last g sps of the second theme’s earlier 
deviation and an altered dominant chord that slides easily back to tonic.  
The second movement is a scherzo and trio pair, both in a clear, rounded binary 
form. The scherzo opens in A minor with a tumbling series of ascending trills between 
the leading tone and tonic in the piano. The well-rgulated phrase structure is one of the 
few things left to hang on to at the meteoric tempo indicated. A clear separation interrupts 










Two traditional characteristics are maintained in the section’s final measures. For one, 
notice the fermata ending on an E major chord. The dominant of A minor and, as such the 
conventional goal of a rounded binary’s A section, E major becomes a reasonable target. 
Similarly, the repeat sign notated at the end of the example satisfies a customary practice 
of repeating at least the first half of a rounded binary piece. In addition to these 
conservative gestures is the less typical tempo shift. The scherzo opens with a tempo 
indication of Allegro molto and here is marked Meno (substantially less if one trusts the 
parenthetical markings of dotted half note = 104 for the Allegro tempo and half note = 80 
for the Meno). It is as if Martucci were going out of his way to highlight the shift to the 
dominant or, more likely, allowing the piece, and therefore the listener, to breathe before 
continuing to barrel forward.  
The B section does initially shift to E minor, but is treated far more 
developmentally. It displays a revolving door of modulations. Though tumultuous in 
character, Martucci is careful to maintain some solid ground. Figure 3.17 shows the 
craftsmanship behind the scherzo’s quality of roguish bedlam. It is quoted at length to be 
able to display the number of levels Martucci has simultaneously operating. The most 
visually evident layer is phrase structure. Martucci knows that (by m. 80) he is on his way 
back to the A section. The cello plays very even four-measure phrases for the first several 
measures. They are highlighted by both the ascending second that turns around the 
preceding sequence in every fourth measure and the accented return to the descending 
seconds in the succeeding measures (see mm. 83-84, mm. 87-88, or mm. 91-92 for 
examples). The violin mimics this same phrase structu e, but starts a measure late (m. 
81). Its mimicry (till m. 93) keeps the violin out of sync, as if in pursuit of the cellist. In 
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the final eleven measures of the example, however, both strings begin to compress their 
phrase structures, first to three measures and then to two. Though this throws off the 
turnarounds for each sequence, Martucci maintains the accented downbeats as a way to 
notate his intent. The compression of phrase structu es is a time-honored rhythmic device 
that thrusts a piece into an arrival point. The clever addition here of having that 
compression in two off-balanced voices heightens that impetus due to the listener’s 
longing for their eventual convergence.  
From a harmonic level, the phrase structure in Figure 3.18 expands rather than 












The cadences are most easily perceived in the piano rt and begin with an eight-measure 
phrase structure. Upon landing, the b°7 chord (m. 79) would initially be heard as vii°7/V 
in F minor where the preceding measures have been op rating. However, in the next 
measure, Martucci shifts to the dominant level and uses the chord as vii°7 in C minor. 
The chord is repeated for six measures before a V65 – i cadence. The tonic, C-minor 
chord then immediately morphs into an a°7 nd the phrase restarts itself. The same six 
measures of a vii°7 followed by a dominant seventh to tonic cadence rep ats, just now on 
the level of Bb minor. This time though the tonic chord is not immediately redefined. A 
Bb minor chord repeats for four measures, both redefining the phrase structure and giving 
the deception of stability. When it does shift (m. 99) it sinks into another fully diminished 
chord. This diminished sound is then also repeated for four measures, giving away no 
hint of its deception to the listener. But, the piano part outlines its intent. The chord is 
used enharmonically (Bb-Db-Fb = C#-E-Bb in mm. 101-102) as vii°7 of D minor. The 
resolution then of this chord in m. 103 (not shown above) is in D minor instead of A 
minor, the home key. The initial sounds of the resoluti n seem to be a restatement of the 
opening, but Martucci is using the ascending trills (still on the pitches A and G#) to 
highlight the dominant of D minor, not the tonic of A minor. It could be several measures 
before the listener realized they had been led astray, especially considering the previously 
mentioned satisfaction they would experience from hearing the compressed string phrases 
rush to this deceptive arrival. This chaos would be bewildering (and possibly immensely 
frustrating) were it not for the pristine control with which Martucci handles the near 
pandemonium. The trust gained from the display of craftsmanship that built up the 
listener’s expectations balances his playful jab of avoiding their fulfillment. Surprise has 
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now become part of the scherzo’s jest, but from a compositional level that seems more 
akin to the intelligence of satire than that of farce.  
 The trio is in complete contrast from the rollicking scherzo. The meter shifts to a 
compound 6/8, the key shifts to A major, and the pulse is cut almost in half. Following 
the six-measure introduction by the piano, the strings play a muted duet of charming 
character (mm. 203-210). The symmetrical phrase structu e sighs out the fervor of its 
raucous dance partner, welcoming an almost identical repeat in the succeeding measures. 
Noteworthy is how the harmonic reliance on tonic and leading tone sounds directly 
compares to the scherzo’s harmonic fabric. The overall character may be that of a relaxed 
counterpart, but the characteristics underlying its construction are carefully wrought from 










A final note about this movement should be made in r gard to its coda. Martucci’s use of 
the nine-measure transitions to demarcate the ends of the scherzo prepared well the 
inclusion of a coda. More unusual perhaps was his decision to maintain an identical 
repeat of the transition that preceded the Trio (mm. 188-196) for the transition that 
precedes the coda (mm. 466-474). Unusual because it pr pared the shift to A major 
(evident from Figure 3.17 above) and places his coda in a separate modality than that of 
the movement’s overarching one. The material in the coda is certainly fashioned from the 
scherzo’s and so places emphasis solely on the modal shift. Whether the taunt here is 
meant to tie this movement to the modality of the rest of the work’s movements, or to the 
Trio’s, or to something else entirely is left unanswered, but the quip itself seems at the 
heart of Martucci’s purpose. 
 The third movement is our first glimpse of Martucci’s handling of theme and 
variations. The theme is first presented in the cello with piano accompaniment (mm. 1-










A written out repeat, maintaining the harmonic structure and a now embellished piano 
accompaniment, follows in the violin while the cello offers a countermelody. The second 
half of the theme is then introduced back in the cello with a chordal piano 
accompaniment. Note in Figure 3.21 how the second half of the theme derives its opening 








Although a tonal inversion flirting with G minor, the opening intervals are directly drawn 
from the original statement of the theme. This monothematic approach tightly aligns 
Martucci’s theme with that of the form he intends to variate. 
 As a written out repeat of the theme’s B section cmes to a close, a transition-like 
piano solo takes over (m. 41), slowly becoming a delicate first variation  (m. 50). 
Martucci manages to maintain the initial notes of the theme, but harmonize them with 
dominant and leading tone chords in G minor. The violin then plays the piano’s earlier 
nine-measure transition (m. 61) with the piano joining on the theme (see m. 70), but both 
are up a step to A minor. Lastly, the cello picks up the transition material (m. 81) and 
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moves the whole thing up another step, the turmoil becoming far more rampant in this 
final iteration. The second variation pushes the instability even further. All three 
instruments are playing motivic aspects of the theme in canon with one another (see mm. 
102-104 in cello, violin, and then piano respectively) as the harmony devolves into 
chordal mutation. Though his use of voice-leading chromaticism has been discussed 
above, this is the first time that we have seen Martucci completely lay functional 








The canonic imitation of the theme can be seen passing from the cello to the violin and 
finally to the piano (mm. 111-113 respectively) and the harmony can best be understood 
in the same horizontal viewing. The outer notes of the piano part slide their way down 
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and back while the inner notes remain. The common tones of each harmony present a 
sense of stability that allows the linear, moving notes to slip around them. An illusion of 
function is offered by the common tones while the harmonic world actually just melts 
from one beat/measure to the next.  
 The third variation returns to F major with a unison statement of the theme from 
both violin and cello (m. 125). The entire variation is far more stable than its 
predecessors creating a sense of return. Eventually, even the accompanimental rhythm in 
the piano slows as the theme falls out of unison in the strings (m. 154). These both set up 
the final tag which offers the initial theme against it  inversion. This brief pairing is 
played with strictly cadential harmony that seems more concerned with its final landing 
in F major than with any new presentations of the theme.  
 The theme and each of its reincarnations are tightly controlled with almost a 
perfectly even number of measures from one to the next. Harmonically speaking, the 
theme begins relatively simply. Its first variation includes far more modulations to remote 
areas and the second variation becomes almost entirely chordal mutation. But, quelling 
the unrest, the third variation returns to the opening key and its harmonic stability with a 
final tag that asserts the overarching F-major key and clearly lays to rest both the theme 
and its earlier unease. The conscious and controlled evolution of the theme throughout 
seems to erase any doubt that when Tovey boldly wrote that, “variation writers may be 
scientifically classified into those who know their theme and those who do not,”9 that 
Martucci would have fallen into the former category.    
 The finale of Opus 59 serves more as a summation of the entire work than it does 
a stand-alone movement. Formally, it hints with the idea of sonata form, but seems to 
                                                 
9 Ibid., 245. 
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obscure clarity in favor of a nostalgic, development section and strong ending. An 
opening theme, reminiscent of the first movement’s opening in many ways, is presented 
in C major. Following a brief transition reminiscent of the scherzo’s character, Martucci 
takes us to the level of the dominant for the second theme (m. 75). Then a return to the 
opening theme launches the development section whose material derives almost 
exclusively from themes in the first three movements. For example, the same opening 
theme of the first movement that was used in augmentatio  in its development section 
reappears here, accompanying rhythm and all. The only difference is the key and further 
augmentation of the line, each note now receiving four times its initial value. But 










Right afterwards, the cello swaps roles with the violin and performs the same quadrupled 
augmentation, but now on the theme from the third movement (starting at m. 91). Notice 











A snippet of the scherzo can also be found in the succeeding measures (mm. 200-206). 
All three of these transplanted themes are even repeat d during the development. The 
new material from the finale only serves as a bookend to the development section here. 
 Further confusing the form, Martucci then starts the recapitulation with the second 
theme (m. 283). It has been transposed to C major to maintain the overall balance of key, 
but steals the pronounced arrival of return from the primary theme. It is followed by the 
same scherzo-like transition and then we finally get th  primary theme in the closing 
measures of the piece. It serves almost as a coda to the movement. This reversal of the 
themes combined with the transplanted themes from the earlier movements suggests an 
attempt at unification on Martucci’s part for the entire trio. He is striving towards a sense 
of cyclical unity where the fourth movement serves as a summation of all that has come 
prior. While, all in all, it is the least innovative of the work’s movements it is also the 
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most forward looking one in regards to the formal cohesion that is characteristic of the 
Late-Romantic period.  
 
PIANO TRIO IN Eb MAJOR, OP. 62, 188310 
Though the composition of Martucci’s second piano trio was remarkably close in 
time to that of his first, it nevertheless shows hi continuing push forward on the 
instrumental repertoire of his time. The opening movement combines conservative 
aspects of sonata form with exceedingly progressive harmonic traits. The scherzo and trio 
that follow similarly maintain a strict adherence to form in pursuit of an evolving 
harmonic palette. The slower third movement begins to turn his expanded use of 
chromaticism onto a more developing sense of sonata form. And lastly, the finale 
summarizes the synthesis Martucci was able to achieve b tween tradition and innovation.  
The first movement uses its primary theme to introduce the trio’s instrumentation. 
The first statement is a piano solo conservatively in Eb major (mm. 1-16). An identical 
repeat of the theme is then picked up by the violin with the cello mimicking the piano’s 
opening bass line (mm. 17-32). The minute moments of voice-leading in the melody are 
the only indication of the densely chromatic transition that follows.  
 
 
                                                 
10 Giuseppe Martucci, Trio No. 2 Es dur für Pianoforte, Violine und Violoncell, Op. 62 Leipzig: 








Notice in Figure 3.25 the few times chromatic tones color the opening melody (mm. 7, 
12, and 14). At the end of the first line (m. 7), the final beat of that measure spells a 
V43/V that resolves in the next measure to the dominant. The beat before however 
functions as a set of chromatic tones that resolve into the third beat. The soprano has an 
appoggiatura leap to the leading tone that resolves up to the Eb. The alto G-natural splits 
into an A-natural anticipation and an F# passing tone. And the tenor and bass Eb octave 
both pass through a D on their way to C. Each note functions in context of its impending 
resolution, but their collaborative harmony of D major does not function within the 
overall harmonic progression. This type of subtlety is the only chromatic coloring that 
occurs within the presentation of the first theme and, as such, is also the sole 
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foreshadowing of the several types of chromatic harmony that are quickly introduced. 
When extended into harmonic function, the use of passing tones can become enharmonic 
modulations; anticipations can become careful respelled pivot chords accessing remote 
key areas; or the principles of voice-leading can completely take over and evolve into 
chordal mutation. All three of which appear in the ransition to the second theme.  
 The first hints of transition occur just after the strings repeat of the primary theme. 








The final measures of the first line above melt into the modal mixture hinted at by the 
preceding measures use of Cb. The pivotal moment, at least visually, is the second beat of 
the last measure on the Cb-major chord. The V – I relationship between the Gb and Cb 
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chords that open the bar are the only visual clue of the impending shift to E major. Upon 
hearing though, the shift is not as jarring as the score could lead one to believe. The Cb 
chord, used enharmonically as B major, also functios as a dominant chord to E major. 
The falling fifths progression is aurally palatable and only further assisted by the diatonic 
sequencing in the soprano voice of the piano and the violin (mm. 37-39). In hindsight, the 
entire borrowing passage can be seen in the context of the new key of E major.  
 The end of the second line in Figure 3.26 shows the preparation for another shift 
to a remote key area. The same modal mixture use of an Ab minor chord (iv in Eb major), 
or G# minor chord (iii in E major) enharmonically, prepares the next modulation. Notice 
the D natural in the bass of the final two measures. It functions as a leading tone to the 
Eb, reinforcing the shift back to where the piece started. This time, however, the 
chromatic tone is going to be the one that stays. Notice that, though the cello swaps over 
to the use of the Cb with the piano, the violin remains on the enharmonic B natural. In the 
next measure it is the Eb that disappears and the remaining pitches (B/Cb – D – Ab) 
function as a vii°7 chord to C minor, the home key’s relative minor. Again the palatability 
has been well prepared, but with none of the transprency with which the movement 
opened. This shift to C minor is the beginning of the ransition’s final chromatic offering 
- chordal mutation (evident starting in mm. 53-54 and through m. 64). The instruments 
slide their way down to the same B/Cb enharmonic pitches, now in the bass, this time 
preparing a predominant use of a Neapolitan chord in Bb major, both the dominant key 
and home to the second theme.  
 The second theme, played first by the violin, is also presented with considerable 
stability (starting at m. 67). A slow crescendo across its final measures seems to be 
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preparing a marcato repeat of the theme in the bass of the piano, but it q ickly derails 
into a brief transition for the closing area (mm. 95-101). The pronounced closing area 
lands in a circular transition for a possible repeat of the exposition that is formally clear 








The first measures above show the shift from the dominant back to Eb major (the second 
beat of m. 118 displays a V7 – I cadence on the level of Eb). Four measures from the end 
Martucci makes a clear shift to V which sets up a satisfying return to the primary theme. 
This is seemingly only heightened by augmenting the dominant harmony two measures 
before the repeat. Cleverly though, Martucci begins to limit the number of Bbs sounding 
until in the final measure only the memory of the pitch would still be heard, but for the 
violin. This heavy reliance on the pitches D and F# allows for the expected repeat while 
making the development’s shift to G minor just as welcome.  
The development section begins with motives from the first theme in several key 
areas. Once underway though, an Animato section takes over with a disguised 
augmentation of the same opening motive. The opening five notes have been doubled in 
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value and transposed to a minor key. It happens first in C minor (see violin and cello mm. 








The character here has been completely shifted. The staccato articulations and forward 
momentum seem more in the character of a scherzo than the development section of a 
sonata that began with such a stable Allegro theme. Nevertheless, this new character 
carries the rest of the development section.  
 One additional moment deserves mention in this opening movement, the final 
measures of the development section. It seems to arrive early. Though the recapitulation 
is the formal declaration of the development’s end, Martucci makes his climax the bars 










A vigorous Eb major scale, started by the piano, quickly gains the momentum of all three 
performers and roars into a fortissimo culmination (m. 246), but the apex of the line is the 
second half of the opening phrase. From there, everything declines to the actual 
recapitulation. Harmonically, the arrival (m. 246) is a dominant seventh chord on the 
level of IV whose resolution slowly works its way to the Eb dominant needed to start the 
first theme in the succeeding measures. In addition, he melodic line primarily descends, 
the pulse is stretched, and the dynamics decay all on the way to the recapitulation 
(starting in m. 250). It is as if Martucci is declaring the development’s close to be of 
greater consequence than the impending recapitulation. 
 The second movement scherzo starts with a horn call rhythm from the piano. The 
strings answer with an ominous assertion of the dominant’s leading tone and, once 
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repeated, the piece is off and running. Similar to the scherzo and trio pair seen in the first 
piano trio, the duo here also falls into rounded binary form with a developmental 
treatment of the B section. Besides the rhythmic vigor of the scherzo’s horn call, the most 
prominent feature seems to be the prevalent use of augmented triads. They permeate the 
movement, posing as substitute dominants and making rapid shifts feasible. 
 
 
   




The augmented triads here are used just like they were in the quintet (see Figure 3.9 
above), but appear far more frequently. The first Gb+ triad is spelled melodically in the 
piano (mm. 41-42) and resolves to the Eb+ triad. Though unusual at first, the pitches Gb – 
Bb – D could also spell a Bb+ triad, or V of Eb. Similarly, the Eb+ triad resolves to an Ab+ 
as the process begins to speed up (mm. 45-48), each chord operating as a dominant to the 
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next until the trio lands solidly in Eb major (m. 49). Notice how the rhythmic play 
continues around the chromatically rising melodic line. The first augmented triads are 
played with the strings on the piano’s opening rhythm. As the harmonic change 
accelerates, all three instrumentalists race one another up the chromatic scale, each 
changing on separate pulses. Similar rhythmic jestscontinue in the contrasting, 
polymetric trio.  
 Like the finale of the first piano trio, the slower, sonata form third movement 
reorders sections of the form. The exposition has a primary theme in Ab major and a 
secondary theme in Eb major (mm. 1 and 26 respectively). A clearly marked d velopment 
section then takes over with snippets of each theme in a remarkably unstable detour (after 
the double bar at m. 52). Finally, the recapitulation begins with the secondary theme 
brought back to Ab major (m. 119) while the primary theme’s return is delayed until the 
very end (see the cello at m. 157).  
It would veer on redundancy to go further into Martucci’s motivic treatment of his 
themes or his harmonic palette in this movement, but the escalating proliferation of his 
chromaticism does bear mention. The use of augmented sixth chords as altered harmonies 
are employed as much for their color as their functio  (mm. 11-13). Enharmonically 
equivalent, fully diminished chords are used to modulate to remote areas (mm. 30-31). 
Substitute dominants launch the development section (mm. 50-52). And all three of those 
occur within in the exposition, before the tumultuous development section. The means by 
which Martucci employs his material may not have evolved within the third movement, 
but the penchant for their use is certainly evident. 
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The finale begins with a feisty, whispered ostinato from the strings. The piano 
enters in the fourth measure with a balancing theme of lilting character, its phrases often 
wandering upon chromatic color choices in pitch. A flattened seventh is used almost 
throughout, often leaving phrases to hang on what feels like a good-humored question. 
The harmonic stability makes for a memorable hearing, accentuated by a repeat of the 
theme in the strings (m. 31). The playfulness is then reveled in with mismatched rhythmic 
guises (mm. 58-66 and mm. 90-93) and canonic statements (mm. 80-89) during the 
succeeding transition. 
The second theme, on the level of the dominant, could not be more contrasting in 
character. Its initial presentation is a duet betwen the strings (mm. 110-114). The meter 
has shifted from compound to simple, the pulse broadened, and the jovial romp replaced 
by a squarer stateliness. It too begins on solid harmonic ground. Upon repeat in the piano 
however, this theme is tied to the humor of the first (mm. 115-119).  The strings sass the 
formality of the theme with a commentary-like countermelody. The jostling between the 
two sentiments provides the transitional material th t akes Martucci to the development.  
The metric, tempo, and thematic shifts all make the move to the development 
visually evident and aurally clear (m. 157). It begins with the opening theme on the level 
of Bb minor. The employment of two such contrasting characters gives Martucci a great 
deal to expand upon here. The contrasting meters make for much mixed meter and 
occasional moments of polymeter where the second theme is combined with the ostinato 
of the first or the first theme superimposed on the second (mm. 210-216 and mm. 226-
238 respectively). And though the first theme is used extensively to wind the 
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development back to Eb major, it is again the second theme’s submission to the principal 
key that launches the recapitulation (m. 289). 
The blending of mischief and dignity in the closing section of the finale serve as 
an excellent summation of Martucci’s amalgamation of his past’s and present’s 
compositional possibilities. The recapitulation shifts meter and key as easily as it does 
thematic motives, but its goals and arrivals are as clear as the storytelling that excludes 
them. The technical demands on its performers reflect the favor virtuosity had received. 
Nevertheless, the pronounced skills are utilized not merely to dazzle, but rather to 
heighten the climaxes and pitfalls of the music’s arc. The seriousness of returning a 








 Four years after the publication of Martucci’s Second Piano Trio, there was “a 
cardinal event in the history of the Italian theatr” and those present “could not fail to 
recognize…the fact that a great era of Italian opera had passed forever.”1 That event was 
the Milanese premiere of Verdi’s Otello and the fundamental change was an admission of 
Italian instrumental music’s rise to the status of his operatic bigger brother. As the 
novelist Antonio Fogazzaro put it, “from now on it will not be possible to set to music 
absurd dramas and lamentable verses. Since this type of music follows the words with 
strict fidelity, the words will have to be worthy of being followed.”2 Though it is usually 
misleading to directly tie any shift to a singular event, the premiere date of Otello offers a 
unique culmination of events, both musical and cultura .  
 Musically speaking, there is immense significance i  the change taking place in 
the work of Giuseppe Verdi. In many respects, Verdi represented an antithesis of the 
Romantic trends in music. The premium he placed on simplicity, guiding the voice to the 
forefront of the orchestra, led to a triumph of melody more akin to humanism than 
romanticism.3 It seems fitting then that Grove’s first subheading for Verdi’s late works is 
“An intangible divide.”4 The differences between Otello and Aida, its immediate 
predecessor, are noticeable even from their respective openings. For example, Otello 
                                                 




3 Alfred Einstein, A Short History of Music (New York: Vintage Books, 1954): 168. 
 
4 The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, online edition, s.v. “Verdi, Giuseppe,” by 
Roger Parker (20 March 2014).  
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lacks an overture, moving straight into the action of Shakespeare’s storm scene. But there 
was also a reconciliation happening between Verdi’s humanism and the pervading 
romantic culture which surrounded Otello’s premiere. In a review of the work’s premiere 
for The Musical Timeş the Finale is described as music that “takes the highest rank. It 
strikes us as the very feelings of the characters expressed in ordered sound, and it 
intensifies the situation to a most painful degree.” 5 Expounding on the same scene more 
recently, Joseph Kerman notes that “it was not the libr tto that altered the quality.”6 He 
goes on to describe that when “Verdi wished to present love and fury tearing at Otello’s 
soul,”7 how the double-bass line and harmonic shifts rose t  meet the dramatic challenge. 
It illustrates a synthesis between the orchestra’s potential for dramatic effect and the 
vocal line’s supremacy; the double-bass line is recalling the memory of Otello and 
Desdemona’s Act I duet. The focus is not taken away from the human beings, but the 
orchestra has now become part of their turmoil’s discourse.  This acknowledgement of 
the possibility of heightening a story’s emotions i strictly musical terms, especially by 
Verdi, challenges the foundations of nineteenth -century Italian opera.8 
 The cultural climate leading up to Otello’s premiere was also changing. For one, 
Italy’s state-run conservatories were reviewed by a commission in 1871. Verdi, although 
initially declining, agreed to take part in the discu sions and freely relayed his sentiments 
                                                 
5 “Verdi’s ‘Otello’,” The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular 28, no. 529 (March 1887): 
150.  
 




8 In terms of viewing Verdi’s late works as the beginning of a separate movement, mainly via the 
assistance of the scapigliatura and Boito, see Mary-Lou Vetere, “Italian Opera from Verdi to Verismo: 
Boito and La Scapigliatura” (PhD diss., University of Buffalo, 2010), accessed March 2, 2014,  ProQuest 
Dissertations & Theses.  
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to Correnti, the Minister of Education, regarding what he considered to be the 
conservatories’ uselessness.  
It is a strange thing, this conflict between the so-called men of learning and those 
who do (and a fruitless one because of the indifference of the second party and the 
arrogant obstinacy of the first); and what is even stranger is to observe that all the 
greatest achievements of this century of ours are hdly ever the product of 
Conservatories... 
…From this you will understand that I would feel bound to leave the 
Conservatories as they are – apart from a few partial reforms regarding singing 
and composition – and direct my concern to a surer, mo e useful and more 
practical purpose: the theatre.9 
 
He then went on to outline how the government could financially back Italian theatres 
instead starting with one in Rome, one in Naples, and one in Milan, to revitalize Italian 
music. This was not a view peculiar to Verdi either. The decade surrounding his 
recommendation saw the theatre seasons in Florence and ven Rome severely limit 
offerings, often falling into bouts of intermittent activity. Meanwhile Bologna, Genoa, 
and eventually Venice all succumbed to closures.10   
 Nevertheless, the Italian government backed the conservatories and reorganized 
musical training, a process that included a greater emphasis on instrumental composition. 
Non-theatrical music was faring much better than opera. As was mentioned earlier, 
chamber music and orchestral societies had been started in several major cities, including 
those founded and run by Sgambati and Martucci in Rome, Bologna, and Naples. These 
societies laid the groundwork for renewed public interest in instrumental music and 
works for them were created by proponents and graduates of the restructured 
conservatory system.  
                                                 
9 Julian Budden, The Operas of Verdi, Vol. 3, From Don Carlos to Falstaff (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1981), 266. 
 
10 Ibid., 267. 
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Both the restructuring of state conservatories and the resurgence of interest in 
instrumental music are also linked to the gradual acceptance of foreign music. As unified 
Italy became a familiar concept, Italians began to consider their standing amongst other 
European nations.11 The means by which that context can be grasped has been the 
purpose of this survey. Before the potential value of a work can be accepted, its definition 
must first be established and the thorough discussion of the works in the preceding 
chapters attempts to assist in that definition. Theonly other works fitting within the 
limitations of this survey (written for piano and two or more strings instruments and 
between the Risorgimento and premiere of Otello) are Alfonso Rendano’s Piano Quintet 
(1879) and Francesco Cilea’s Piano Trio (1886). They have been excluded here only to 
allow for a methodical look at the works by Sgambati and Martucci, but are by no means 
the only Italian chamber works left to be explored. The following list displays additional 
Italian chamber works composed before the Romanticism’s more overt shift to Futurism: 
- Marco Enrico Bossi 
o Piano Trio in D minor, Op. 107, 1896 
o Piano Trio in D major, Op. 123, 1901 
- Alessandro Longo 
o Piano Quintet in E major, Op. 3, 1897 
- Ermanno Wolf-Ferrari 
o Piano Trio in D major, Op. 5, 1898 
o Piano Quintet in Db major, Op. 6, 1900  
o Piano Trio in F# major, Op. 7, 1900 
- Amilcare Zanella 
                                                 
11 This is evidenced in much of the nationalist sentiments discussed in the introduction.  
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o Piano Trio in C major, Op. 23, 1899 
- Ottorino Respighi 
o Piano Quintet in F minor, Op. 35, 1902 
- Giocomo Orefice 
o Piano Trio in C minor, 1908 
And even this list excludes the wealth of duo sonatas nd small ensemble pieces that may 
or may not include piano, many of which have yet to even be recorded.  
If any of these works were to contain the wit, originality, and/or vigor that were 
displayed in Sgambati’s two piano quintets and Martucci’s piano quintet and trios, then 
they seem more than worth the recommendation for study. A standard repertoire is after 
all an ever-evolving concept, as is our assessment of that repertoire. And criticism 
deserves to taken as its own art. As Northrop Frye has put it, 
There are no definite positions to be taken in chemistry or philology, and if there 
are any to be taken in criticism, criticism is not a field of genuine learning. For in 
any field of genuine learning the only sensible response to the challenge “stand” 
is Falstaff’s “so I do, against my will.” One’s “definite position” is one’s 
weakness, the source of one’s liability to error and prejudice, and to gain 
adherents to a definite position is only to multiply one’s weakness like an 
infection. 12 
  
                                                 
12 Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism: Four Essays (Antheneum, New York: Princeton 
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